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By

Ilana Davidi
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Abstract

Many technologies fall under the umbrella of what is commonly known as "Web 2.0," including
the Wiki, a software product which allows multiple users to review and edit documents online.
Like all Web 2.0 technologies, Wikis are characterized by collaboration; without an active
community, they can rapidly become stale and of little use.

Businesses based on collaborative web sites must effectively manage a large circle of what are
essentially non-employees with perhaps no or little interest in the company other than the benefit
they derive from the information offered through the site. The company must provide this
benefit to them and give them a desire to keep the site running in order to do its best to ensure
itself with a sustainable revenue model.

This thesis seeks to discover how a business can create visibility, maintain an eager-to-contribute
user base, and generate revenue from users' effort. It will examine the evolution of technology
which has created the collaborative Web 2.0 tools, specifically the Wiki. It will then move into
looking at the social networks that must be created to sustain the Wiki. Lastly, it will examine
the business models and techniques that can enable a savvy company to earn a profit from the
use of these technologies.

Thesis Advisor: Michael Cusumano
Title: Sloan Management Review Distinguished Professor of Management
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Chapter 1: Thesis Motivation and Approach

1.1 Background and motivation

This thesis is going to explore the intricacies of hosting and managing a community site online,

specifically as it pertains to Wiki sites. The motivation for this thesis grew from a Web 2.0 paper

that I co-wrote with three of my classmates for a class on the software business. While

researching that paper, I began to wonder about how two of the major components of what is

commonly called "Web 2.0" were linked: technology and community.

I then joined a startup firm based on Web 2.0 technologies, and became interested in how such

companies generated revenue. It occurred to me that for such a company to be successful, we

needed to have a strong intersection of technology, community, and business savvy.

1.1.1 Approach

I took a multi-pronged approach to collecting data and researching material for this thesis, most

of them using the actual technologies I will discuss.

First, I started with a background in the topic. I have been in the Internet industry for 10 years,

and have focused on software and the software business. Through connections I have made

within this industry, I have stayed up-to-date on the latest technologies. This basis of knowledge

helped to provide a solid foundation from which I could expand my data set.
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Second, I conducted an extensive literature review, primarily based on papers and articles

available on line. I used a variety of sources including personal blogs, professional blogs,

journal and magazine articles, and books.

Third, I set up a survey on SurveyMonkey.com. These questions were as follows:

1. Do you consider yourself technically savvy?
2. How many hours a day are you on a computer?
3. Do you blog? If so how many do you maintain?
4. Have you ever visited a Wiki site such as Wikipedia?
5. Have you ever contributed to an online forum or Wiki?
6. If you answered "Yes" to #5 what made you contribute to a Wiki?
7. What other factors could make you contribute?
8. Have you ever used the "track changes" feature in Microsoft Word or other word

processor?
9. How many times a week do you go visit with friends?
10. How did you find out about this survey? If I can contact you further about your answer

please leave me your email address

Fourth, I set up a Wiki site at http://www.writemythesis.com to see if people would continue to

update my thesis.

Finally, I tried to apply my incremental findings to my full-time employment as I discovered new

data, techniques, or information through work conducted on this thesis.

1.1.2 Structure of thesis

Wikis are enabled by good technology strategy and by a strong community. Both of these

features contribute to a robust business model. These three factors define the lines by which I

have divided the content of this thesis into chapters: technology, community and business.
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It has been difficult to separate Web 2.0 technology from its community; each is equally

important to the Web 2.0 movement. This thesis will first address the technological component

of Web 2.0 and Wiki technologies before moving on to look at the social requirements, and

finally onto the business models that can allow companies to profit from the use of these

collaborative technologies.

1.2 Introduction to Key Concepts

Before diving into the main points of this paper, some background on the history of the web and

its related technologies must be explored.

1.2.1 Welcome to Web

A high-level view of the history of the Internet would reveal that it grew from ARPANET, a

military tool. As time has progressed, so has the Internet and its capabilities. Those such as Tim

Berners-Lee, the inventor of the hypertext-based Internet, have taken the server-to-server

capabilities provided by these military products and created client layers so that information

could be shared among many people.

The original incarnation of the Internet was far from what Tim Berners-Lee had predicted:

In 1999, the World Wide Web inventor Sir Time Berners-Lee looked back on the
previous decade and lamented: "I wanted the Web to be what I call an interactive
space where everybody can edit. And I started saying, 'interactive,' and then I
read in the media that the Web was great because it was 'interactive,' meaning
you could click. This was not what I meant by interactivity.

Lamb, Brian. "Wide Open Spaces: Wikis, Ready or Not," EDUCAUSE Review, vol. 39, no. 5,
September/October 2004 p 37.
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Instead of a global community, the web began with flat brochure-type and text-heavy

information sites. Originally intended as a military tool and then as an educational enabler, the

Internet quickly grew and evolved, progressing far beyond its original purpose.

1.2.2 Web 0.2: Flat Text and Blink Tags

The first iteration of the Internet was a land of flat text sites. I refer to it as Web 0.2, as

ironically the blandness of the look and feel of the first iteration of the Internet has much in

common with the more technologically advanced-but still aesthetically non-innovative-flavor

of Wikis.

In Web 0.2, text was pushed at consumers. Mostly informative in nature, companies and

individuals were beginning to explore the idea of sharing content. Little thought was paid to

actual user experience; the fact that information could be had online for free was enough.
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Figure 1 An early web site. Gratuitous, disorganized graphics. 2

1.2.3 Web 0.9: Brochures

The next iteration of the Internet was one of introduction to commerce, including the DotCom

bubble. Companies scrambled to get online. Many had what were even then known as

"brochure sites;" they pushed content at users, expected nothing in return, and had no dynamic

content.3

2 Lanius, Cynthia. "I Love Calculus." http://math.rice.edu/~lanius/nisc/calcu.html. Created in 1998. Last updated
2004.
3 Manila Newbies. "Types of Manila Sites: The Brochure Site."
http://manilanewbies.userland.com/usersguide/typesofmanilasites/brochuresite (19 September 2006).
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Many software firms began to grow during this time, creating these sites for various clients.

Many sites were still very text-heavy or with random graphics. Information was available on the

site, but it was "pushed" information only.

wta* CAty corwirstW", Cfter

"In the heart of the city with the city at heart"

>About Us
>Stained Glass Windows
* Organ

Board of Directors
Members
How You Can Help

* Event Planning Information
Calendar

) Gallery

315 North Collins
Post Office Box 2273
Plant City, Florida 33564

Email

Figure 2 A Brochure Site: shows information, takes none in.

1.2.4 Web 1.0: The DotComs

Finally, we arrive at the DotCom Era. Companies had realized the value of the Internet and were

no longer content to push flat brochures at their customers. People were now able to conduct

actual business online. Packages began to be available to support this, including software

packages that will be explored in the Technology chapter.

4 "Plant City Cornerstone Center." http://www.plantcitycornerstonecenter.org/. Last updated 2005.
12



Individuals began to see the web as a personalized place. Cookies could keep track of bank

account numbers or favorite types of shoes. The audience of the Internet continued to grow as

such features as bill pay attracted non-technology people with the promise of convenience.

Yahoo first implemented its Bill Pay system in 1999 as a free service.5 One article attributed the

success of the program and security to "secure by the Yahoo! Security Key password system and

the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security standard."6

PAP Pay Dm PayeeA t Stats.. Ac6on

na2 Pnk Ons atic Cmpmy 510 1AP s

?ned bflgwetyr wpatss ad nndst <d

Figure 3 Yahoo Bill Pay; example of DotCom era site.

1.3 Web 2.0

Web 2.0 is the most common term for the movement of the Internet from "push" technology to

interactive technology. It is nearly impossible to quickly and efficiently define Web 2.0. The

best embodiment of the definition is that it is a renaissance of the Internet, a movement from

sites whose main goal was to provide information to sites whose main goal is to provide a place

for users to share information. No longer is the source of information one-sided; it is now a

5 Ginty, Maura. Yahoo! Debuts Bill Pay Service. InternetNews.com. 13 December 1999.
http://www.internetnews.com/ec-news/article.php/258541 (19 September 2006).
6 Ginty, Maura. Yahoo! Debuts Bill Pay Service. InternetNews.com. 13 December 1999.
http://www.internetnews.com/ec-news/article.php/258541 (19 September 2006).
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communal effort among different people who may never meet but may grow to know each other

through Internet identities.

1.4 Web 2.0: Wikis

Ele Edt View go fLokmarks Tools tielp

W http:jjwww.wkipeda.orgG

WIKIPEDIA
English Deutsch

The Free Encyclopedia Die freie EnzyAlopsdie
1 383 000+ articles 485 000+ Aftikel

Frangals Polski
L'encyclop6die fibre Wolna Encyklopedia

381 000+ articles 293 000+ haset

Nederlands
De vrije encyclopedie

258 000+ -.-a 228 000+ artikelen

Italiano Svenska
L'enciclopedia hibera Den fria encyklopedin

195 000+ Vooi 182 000+ artiklar

Portuguis Espahol
A enciclopbdia fivre La enciclopedia fibre

181 000+ artigos 152 000+ articulos

search - suche - rechercher - szukaj - zoeken * ricerca - sbk * busca , buscar * noucK

English [N

1.4.1 What is a Wiki?

In its simplest definition, a Wiki is a text-based tool which allows edits to a single document by

any number of parties. However, the theories and technologies behind Wikis are so complex that

they will continue to be explored in-depth throughout the course of this paper. Before reaching

into these depths, however, we must start with a few basic ideas and concepts behind a Wiki.

First, a Wiki is a Commons-Based Peer Production.
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[This term] refers to any coordinated, (chiefly) Internet-based effort whereby
volunteers contribute project components, and there exists some process to
combine them to produce a unified intellectual work. CBPP covers many different
types of intellectual output, from software to libraries of quantitative data to
human-readable documents (manuals, books, encyclopedias, reviews, blogs,
periodicals, and more).'

The CBPP quality of the Wiki is what makes it very different from any other technologies.

Similar to Microsoft's "Track Changes" feature in its ability to record edits, the Wiki varies from

Word in many other ways. A Microsoft Word document that has changes tracked is like the

baton in a relay race: each runner can contribute and will influence the final result, yet only one

racer at a time can carry the baton. A Wiki is more like a cross-country race in which all runners

start the race at once and the team score is determined by an average time: contributions are

made by many people simultaneously.

As a result of this change in editing power, Wikis have organizations changing how they handle

document sharing and collaboration. Mark Choate comments on this complex change in

workflow in an article on Wikis in the workplace:

Wikis turn the idea of workflow on its head. They are decentralized and typically
lack the controlling mechanism of a workflow system with a formal approval
process.

The fact that Wikis are decentralized and lack sophisticated workflow systems and
approval processes is considered a feature of Wikis and not a fault. This is
contrary to the basic philosophy of many content management systems, which
emphasize control over empowerment.

Despite Wikis decentralized approach, there is one important thing to remember:
the anyone-can-edit policy is just that - a policy - and not an inherent feature of
the software. At the same time, Wikis don't handle content control in the same way

7 Krowne, Aaron. "The FUD-based Encyclopedia." Free Software Magazine. 28 March 2005.
15



that a content management system does, so you will need to take a different
approach with Wikis. 8

We will see in the technology chapter that the Wiki was created and originally used by those in

the high-tech community, yet the Wiki has become a popular tool in a variety of businesses and

social communities. The relatively new collaboration technique has been adopted by schools,

businesses, charities, and any random group of people who need to share ideas.

In an article about Ben Elowitz (founder of FatBrain and Blue Nile) founding WetPaint, a Wiki-

based company, Laurie Sullivan wrote:

Consumers are warming up to Wikis, too. Wikia Inc., the company founded by
Jimmy Wales of Wikipedia, launched a worldwide travel site on Monday. World
Wikia offers city guides for locations from San Francisco to New Orleans to
London.

For example, romanchurches.wikia already includes nearly 250 articles
examining the architecture, art and history of churches in Rome. Wikipedia has
become the 17the most-trafficked site on the Web, according to Web traffic
research firm Alexa.'

The CBPP tool known as the Wiki has been gaining in popularity across any number of

communities. The uses for this tool are widespread, and its absolute limits have yet to be

reached. Over the course of this paper, I will look at various communities and businesses that

make use of this tool in the context of a Web 2.0 setting, and will begin by going into the

evolution of a Wiki in more depth.

8 Choate, Mark. "What makes an enterprise Wiki?" CMS Watch. http://www.cmswatch.com/Feature/145-Wikis-in-
the-enterprise. 28 April, 2006.
9 Sullivan, Laurie. "Blue Nile Cofounder Wades into Wikis." TechWeb. 9 August 2006.
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Chapter 2: Technology

Wikipedia is defined on its own pages as a "very simple, easy-to-use user-maintained database

for searching or even creating information."" Many casual users may not realize the

transactional complexity of a Wiki: for them, it is a place where they can read or change content.

However, most Wikis are so intricately designed and implemented that they have a record of

every change submitted to every piece of content.

This sophisticated use of technology has required robust solutions on both the client and server

sides, as well as a heavy dose of creativity in order to synthesize these two components.

Although what a user sees (the client side) may seem very simple to the user, the underpinnings

which connect it to its server side and therefore to the underlying data and information can be

quite complex.

2.1 Technology History

The first step toward computer-based collaborative writing was taken by Microsoft. Microsoft

released Microsoft Word 6 in 1994, which then contained a feature called "Revision Marks,"

which would eventually become the "Track Changes" tool used today. It allowed asynchronous,

digital collaboration on a document without the former necessity of merging several documents

into one cohesive unit."

10 "Wiki." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wiki. Last updated 26 August 2006. (26 Aug 2006)
" Szybalski, Andy. "Why it's not a Wiki World (Yet)." March 14, 2005
http://andy.bigwhitebox.org/papers/Wiki-world.pdf, 2.
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Teammates and others were able to collaborate on documents through changes made inline as

well as through comments which were kept separate from the text of the document. No longer

were collaborators required to be in the same place at the same time to effectively create a

document which merged their opinions, nor was one person given the task of physically merging

several documents into one cohesive units. Teams could circulate one document and collect a

number of opinions.

aproimtl $9 m fo t ong Kang Wmanu ftur re Wh. rhi herp

10 pnNormal+, Ansal

wFq Ihow. H .vp

the optimal value using the Hong Kong manufacturer At first glance, this does
not seem not make sense since the price to manufacturer a unit was
approximately $9 more for the Hong Kong manufacturer. Wbile this arnout my
seem special, it is nothing overally significant when we examine thep value as a
whole. However, after discussilng the results with the team, we conchluded that
Ithe results wAlere correct, as we are takng more risk of over-ordering, and we are
leaving some money on the table since we have a higher probability of not
meeting the second order minimum quantity order of 1200.

4. What operational changes would you recommend to Wally to
improve performance?

To improve performance, one consideration is to decrease the minimum
constraints on production (i.e., lower than 1200 for China and 600 for Hong

I Kong). This decrease would-provie-bettemrnay not provide the best flexibility in
meeting different demands for offerings. Smaller minimums allow companies to
provide greater variety within a set facility capacity. Larger order minimums result
in less flexibility in meeting demand for a given overall capacity because facilities
are constrained to make large orders or Whng

Second, Wally could try to get a better and streamlined forecasting system to
better predict outcomes earlier in the demand discovery cycle. This can include 4
cettina mULtile and earlv forecasts on demand. better intellioence and

Qeketed DlaDw 9/XO/2Offi2:0"O0PMt
after discussing s the the team, we concluded that the results were correct

umgemm J~~~~ItanaUVN DmkhUN 4UU~i'

would provide better
Inseded m1ana Davieh 4/0206:0:i1L

may not provide the best

pari -Se 1 3- At 4" Ln 17 ch $ 33 TRK

Figure 4 Microsoft Word document showing tracked changes and comments.

As always, there was room for improvement from the document circulation model used by

Microsoft Word in which collaborators needed to wait for another's changes to be complete
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before receiving the documents themselves. A model whereby all collaborators had access to the

document on a continual basis could further improve the efficiency of document collaboration.

Enter Ward Cunningham, who invented the Wiki in 1995 as a means of allowing software

developers to discuss design patterns on his website, the Portland Pattern Repository. The idea

was based on a HyperCard stack he wrote in the late 1980's,12 a database-like program run on

the Apple which allowed uses such as "Choose-Your-Own Adventure" stories." The original

WardsWiki had a very simple interface, not even allowing for formatting or images.14 However,

this bare-bones approach left ample room for innovation from its high tech customer base.

Using the Wiki tool, engineers were able to collaborate on commentary about different design

patterns. Ward had sought to create a site that was "open, incremental, organic, mundane,

universal, overt, unified, precise, tolerant, observable, [and] convergent."" The Wiki has

survived to this day based in large part on the Wiki authors' principles of "trust, fun, and

sharing.""6

12 "Wiki." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wiki. Last updated 26 August 2006. (10 September 2006).
13 "Hypercard" http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/HyperCard. Last updated 10 September 2006. (10 September 2006).
14 Szybalski, Andy. "Why it's not a Wiki World (Yet)." March 14, 2005
http://andy.bigwhitebox.org/papers/Wikiworld.pdf, 3.
15 http://c2.com/cgi/Wiki?WikiDesignPrinciples. Last edited September 8, 2006. (10 September 2006).
16 http://c2.com/cgi/Wiki?WikiDesignPrinciples. Last edited September 8, 2006. (10 September 2006).
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Factory methods are sometimes used in place of constructors for any of several reasons:

" Some languages (such as Java) do not allow constructors to have useful names
" Some languages (such as Java) do not allow constructors to have different names (which may be necessary if you want to use the same method signature for

two constructors)
" To allow the same instance to be reused instead of recreated each time it is needed (see FlyweightPatte

Pmdut Crevor

*--' Faetoqyethod() - - - -pddaatr~to(
+AnOperatbr4)

Co1cre"ePi tt ConcreaeCrenor

CategoryPatternI CategoryCreationalPattems

EditText of this page (last edited June 8, 200)
FindPage by searching (or browse LikePages or take a VisualTour)

Figure 5 The FactoryMethodPattern page from WardsWiki. Note the "EditText" last edited date of June

8,2006

Wikis did not gain widespread notoriety until after 2001, when Wikipedia was founded by James

Wales and Larry Sanger." Wikipedia is by far the best-known Wiki, and while an exception in

terms of usage and visibility, serves as an excellent example of the means by which a Wiki can

be used. This online encyclopedia has over 1,363,000 articles in English alone,18 and, according

to an article in Nature, is considered more accurate than the Encyclopedia Britannica.19

17 Szybalski, Andy. "Why it's not a Wiki World (Yet)." March 14, 2005
http://andy.bigwhitebox.org/papers/Wiki world.pdf, 4.
18 http://www.wikipedia.org/. 4 September 2006.
19 "Internet Encyclopedias go Head to Head." 14 December 2005.
http://www.nature.com/news/2005/051212/full/438900a.html (4 September 2006).
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2.1.1 Early Content Storage

In their early stages, Wikis stored data and content as flat text files containing information

written in a markup language. When a request was made for the page, this flat file was returned,

and the markup language rendered into HTML. This was a good start, but did not scale for some

larger projects: too many files became stored on servers, and the rendering time was poor.20

This model still exists today. The WikiWiki site started by Cunningham still uses a flat file

system and serves as an excellent example of the robustness of the original tool. Pages are stored

as separate files in one directory on a Linux server. Serialization is controlled by the mkdir

20 Choate, Mark. "What makes an enterprise Wiki?" CMS Watch. http://www.cmswatch.com/Feature/145-Wikis-

in-the-enterprise. 28 April, 2006.
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command common to both Unix and Linux. This prevents pages from being simultaneously

changed, thereby losing information."

However, for some sites such Wikipedia, the content of pages is stored entirely in databases,

usually as CLOBs (Character Large Objects, can exceed over 4000 characters in length). While

perhaps slightly more expensive in terms of server usage, this methodology makes tracking

pages and their changes slightly easier. Rather than relying on file information, entire pages can

be called up and ordered using the Structured Query Language (SQL, pronounced, "sequel").

Both of these sites allow the popular feature of history tracking, which allows users to see the

evolution of content. Most Wiki sites use a database for this purpose; even if files are stored

outside of the database. A row is taken for each entry, and the correct file is found through

selecting the most recently updated row pertaining to that page. The correct document can then

be returned.2 2

2.2 Enabling Technologies

2.2.1 Databases

One of the enabling technologies is the evolution of databases combined with the falling costs of

accompanying hardware.

21 "More About the Database." http://c2.com/cgi/Wiki?MoreAboutTheDatabase. Last updated 4 June 2004 (10
September 2006).
22 "More About the Database." http://c2.com/cgi/Wiki?MoreAboutTheDatabase. Last updated 4 June 2004 (10
September 2006).
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The earliest database was the System Development Corporation's presentation of "Development

and Management of a Computer-centered Data Base" in June of 1963." The relational data

model took rise in 1970. Since then it has evolved, resulting in distributed databases in the 80s,

the object-oriented database of the 90s, and the XML databases of today. With each step, data

insertion and access became more efficient, reliable, and scalable. Perhaps more important than

the evolution of the models was the falling price of data storage.

In the past, data cost such a large amount of money to store that even two characters were

valuable; hence the 2000 crisis in which developers had stored years as "76" rather than "1976,"

setting up a global crisis for when all years turned to zero.24 Estimates had over 1 trillion lines of

COBOL code with the problem, as well as 25 million chips, with approximately 2-5% of these

chips being potential problems. Costs fell throughout the hardware and software industries,

resulting in the price of storing data no longer being prohibitive. An example of this

phenomenon is Moore's Law.

Moore's Law states that circuit component complexity doubles with respect to minimum

component cost, and this law seems to have carried over into technologies beyond the circuits on

which the law is based.26 While their growth is not as striking or as rapid, databases are faster

and better at indexing than ever before, and pulling data from them is rapid and efficient. No

longer must people be concerned with storing a certain number of characters.

23 "Database." http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Database&oldid=71234852. Last updated 4 August 2006.
(August 24, 2006).
24 "Y2K Information and Resources." http://www.y2ktimebomb.com/. 10 September 2006.
25 "Workshop on the Year 2000 Problem in Computers and Strategies Issues for National Statistical Offices."
http://www.unescap.org/stat/gc/y2k_06.asp, 9 June 1998.
26 "Moore's Law." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Mooreslaw. Last updated 27 Aug 2006. (28 Aug 2006).
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With these changes, it is now possible to archive entire chunks of data. Typically, the content of

each Wiki entry is stored in its own row in a database. Each time an edit is made, a new row is

created so that tracking the history of each entry is made possible. Most databases store these as

CLOBs, and the entire history of any page can be stored in a series of rows containing a CLOB.

In the case of flat-file Wikis such as Ward's Wiki, the CLOB is replaced with a reference to the

location of the flat file.

2.2.2 Front end

Users are not exposed to the complexity behind a Wiki, one of the major appeals to this

technology. When a user visits a Wiki page, a request is made to the server. Typically, the text

is then pulled from a database or flat file and rendered into HTML. Different implementations of

Wikis can render the text into different markups, including mobile-device compliant languages,

such as WAP or WML, as all that is needed is a translator that will take Wiki mark-up and render

WML-compliant markup.

Once converted to a viewable markup language, the text is wrapped in a template chosen by the

site owner. This helps to give the site the look-and-feel of a site laboriously written in HTML,

while those contributing the content are actually using the much simpler syntax known as

WikiText, which will be explained in detail shortly.

One problem with Wikis is that the text within these templates-including the rendered

HTML--cannot be cached due to their instant-change nature, making them slower to return to
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the user. Ward's Wiki notes that "Wiki templates (and page rendering in general) often are not

cached, so the page is rendered with each request. From an enterprise perspective, a lack of

caching can obviously limit the scalability of the system."27 This creates an interesting

paradigm: for fractions of a second more waiting on the consumer end, the owner of the Wiki has

far less to manage, as cache management can be costly in terms of both human and capital

resources.

2.2.3 WikiText

One of the main advantages to Wikis is that contributors do not need to know HTML, even if

elaborate text-entry tools are not available. Many will have their own languages with an easy-to-

learn lexicon. For example, in some Wikis, a double dash (- -) creates strikethrough type

throughout the surrounded text. Writes Wiki expert Mark Choate, "In those implementations,

the markup of a newly-edited HTML version of the page is generated and submitted to the server

transparently, and the user is shielded from this technical detail." 2

This code is known as WikiText. While the name is common among Wikis, the syntax is not,

and is defined by each Wiki. One common standard is the use of CamelCase (initial capitals on

words run together, such as CamelCase or WikipediaPage) to define words which should be

automatically linked. 29 This feature is a key component, as it allows for Wikis to become very

well linked and integrated within themselves as users in practice create a new page each time

they input a CamelCase word. They are then able to edit this page, extending the Wiki. Because

27 Choate, Mark. "What makes an enterprise Wiki?" CMS Watch. http://www.cmswatch.com/Feature/145-Wikis-

in-the-enterprise. 28 April, 2006.
28 Choate, Mark. "What makes an enterprise Wiki?" CMS Watch. http://www.cmswatch.com/Feature/145-Wikis-

in-the-enterprise. 28 April, 2006.
29 "Wikitext." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikitext. Last updated 22 August 2006. (26 August 2006).
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there are none of the HTML tags, the margin for error is greatly reduced; the omission of even

one quotation mark in the typical linkup (<a href="linkHere.html">click here</a>) can break an

entire page.

Figure 7 WikiText explanation on a site without a WYSIWYG component.

2.2.4 WikiText Alternatives

Some Wikis have gone beyond the simple WikiText to more advanced what-you-see-is-what-

you-get (WYSIWYG, pronounced "wizzy-wig") editors. These have been made possible by

technologies such as JavaScript, ActiveX, and AJAX. Notes Laurie Sullivan of the Wiki team

WetPaint:

The behind-the-scenes technology that enables WetPaint's "three steps to create
your own" Wiki sits on a Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture
running on the Linux open-source operating system and built on a service
oriented architecture (SOA) platform. The Wiki user sees Web pages built on a
combination of JavaScript and AJAX with XML on an API layer to support the
site.0

30 Sullivan, Laurie. "Blue Nile Cofounder Wades into Wikis." TechWeb. 9 August 2006.
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CZBasic Syntax

1 Level 1 Title
1.1 Level 2 Title
*Bold*
-Italics-~

-- Striked--

a2Lists

* List item level 1
** List item level 2
** List item level 2
*** List item level 3
9 Numbered list item
# Numbered list item



The use of AJAX creates movement on a page, making it look very carefully crafted. Because

the text of the Wiki is treated as a basis around which to frame a more elaborate site, this site can

have the appearance of being very complex-and, indeed, it may be this complex. Users can

still alter content on these sites without harming the general look-and-feel. Sometimes AJAX

tools are used to create a more complex means of entering the Wiki. For example, in Figure 9

below, the buttons across the top of the text box which apply the bold, italics, and other font

enhancements are coded in AJAX and applied to the Wiki template.

Editing Wiki
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

As you are not currently logged in, your IP address will be recorded in this page's edit history. While you are free to edit
without logging in, registering for your own account will conceal your IP address and provide you with many other benefits.

{({otheruses))

A '''wiki'' ([[International Phonetic Alphabet for Englishl IPA]: {{IPAI['wI.ki:)}}
<WICK-ee> or {{IPAI ['wi: .ki:)} <WEE-kee><ref>[http://c2.com/doc/etymology.html according
to Ward Cunningham)</ref>) is a type of [[website]] that allows users to easily add,
remove, or otherwise [[edit]) and change some available content, sometimes without the
need for registration. This ease of interaction and operation makes a wiki an effective
tool for [[collaborative writingl collaborative authoring)). The term wik can also refer
to the [[collaborative software)) itself (uiki engine) that facilitates the operation of
such a website (' 'see [[wiki software))]''), or to certain specific wild sites, including
the computer science site (and original wiki), [[Wikifikieb)), and the online
encyclopedias such as [[Wikipedia]].
The first wiki, [[WikiWikiWeb]], is named after the "Wiki Wiki" line of [[Chance RT-52]]

Figure 8 Example of a WYSIWIG (buttons up top) editor with WikiText in text box.

Wiki
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Wiki (disambiguation).

A wiki (IPA: ['wi.ki:] <WICK-ee> or ['wi:.ki:] <WEE-kee>11 ) is a type of website that allows users to easily add, remove, or
otherwise edit and change some available content, sometimes without the need for registration. This ease of interaction and
operation makes a wiki an effective tool for collaborative authoring. The term wiki can also refer to the collaborative software
itself (wiki engine) that facilitates the operation of such a website (see wiki software), or to certain specific wiki sites, including
the computer science site (and original wiki), WikiWikiWeb, and the online encyclopedias such as Wikipedia. The first wiki,
WikiWikiWeb, is named after the "Wiki Wiki" line of Chance RT-52 buses in Honolulu International Airport, Hawaii. It was

created in 1994 and installed on the web in 1995 by Ward Cunningham, who also created the Portland Pattern Repository.

"Wiki-wiki" means "hurry quick" in Hawaiian. It also refers to a type of fish native to the islands.

Figure 9 Resulting entry from above.
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2.2.5 Look and Feel

Despite the advances made in making the Wiki text entry process a more aesthetically pleasing

experience, and despite enhancements made to the sites surrounding this text, Wikis still tend to

have a reputation for lacking in beauty. A Google search of "Wikis are ugly" returns over a

million results." The final rendered page has a template applied to it to give it more of a look-

and-feel than being simple HTML. Many have complained that the "new" look of the web

recalls the "old" look, when companies and individuals wanted to push content rather than

improve the overall look of it."

However, Wikis are already progressing beyond these visually unappealing originals. Unlike at

the beginning of the Web, we now have experience with wrapping basic content with templates

or similar frames. Today, many web sites use the Model-View-Controller pattern. This pattern

separates out the data (model), presentation (view), and business logic (controller) pieces." The

appearance of the Java Enterprise Edition (J2EE) in the late 90s was a large step towards

separating out presentation and data. Since then, many other technologies, including Apache

Struts (http://struts.apache.org ) and a series of other methodologies, have separated out the data

and text from the look and feel.

31 http://www.google.com/search?q=Wikis+are+ugly, 26 Aug 2006.
32 Choates, Tom. "The Ugly Wiki?" http://www.plasticbag.org/archives/2003/05/the-ugly_Wiki/. 1 May 2003.
[26 Aug 2007]
3 Gamma, Erich; Helm, Richard; Johnson, Ralph; Vlissides, John. Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-
Oriented Software. Addison-Wesley Professional. 15 January 1995.
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Since the Wiki entry is now only a piece of data stored in a database, its rendering can be greatly

enhanced through an effective presentation layer. Traditionalists may still search for an API

(Application Programming Interface, typically functions and variables of a computer

programming language) with which to render the content, but all that is truly needed is an

effective system design to allow the site to develop around the Wiki content, and the Wiki

content to develop independent of its surroundings.

2.3 Security Models

One of the key aspects to the Wikis that have made them a viable tool is the means they have of

reducing the number and severity of attacks. Many of the solutions to these problems have yet to

be solved through technology and must still be handled at a human level, as is typical for many

community tools. The technology gives us the basis, while we must still attend to it. The pen

and paper were excellent tools, but useless without someone to write with and on them, and

almost as useless without someone else to read or improve upon the original text; Wikis are very

similar in that we have the tools, but we must work with them to create a viable product. The

discussion of the greater part of the security models will be found in the section of this thesis

centered on community.

Unfortunately, just as technologies have become more efficient and savvy, so have their

attackers. A simple registration requirement is not enough to deter malicious attacks, and in

such, many different attack types need to be studied and appropriate responses prepared.
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2.3.1 Fighting Technology without Technology

Much like a town with a volunteer fire department, the Wiki needs a community that takes pride

in it and seeks to protect it, and-much like this community and its town services-the Wiki

takes time to build a community and discover those who will seek to protect it. While the

subsequent building of this community will be explored in the business chapter, we can look at

some of the technologies that can help attract a loyal community. This alternative to computer-

based monitoring will be explored in the chapter on community, as well as means of building,

sustaining, and creating self-policing communities.

2.3.2 Access control

Access control is a key component of ensuring Wiki quality. Wikis can be designed to sniff out

robots and crawlers. There are several various means of controlling access and doing the best to

ensure that a Wiki edit or entry is done by a person, including registration, "CAPTCHAs," and

IP sniffers.

A basic way to control users is to require registration. Registration can help block malicious

users and even IP addresses. Of course, no security model is perfect. The robots and spammers

have gotten around these by registering many user names and by using programs that disperse IP

addresses over a number of different configurations.

In order to make sure you're a live person,
not a robot or an automated computer program,
we kindly request that you answer the following question:

7 + 2=

Figure 10 A CAPTCHA which uses math to avoid robots.
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Robots can be stopped with "CAPTCHAs" which are images or text created on-the-fly by the

server. Some require the solving of a math problem, something that robots have not yet learned

to do. Others require the reproduction of a text message embedded in an image. These are

temporary fixes, as there is no guarantee that robots will not be able to solve them in the future.

The WC3 committee warns of the reliance on these CAPTCHAs:

It is a logical fallacy, then, to hail CAPTCHA as a spam-busting panacea. Even
10% accuracy by a computer amounts to system failure, just at a slower rate. It is
also faulty logic to believe that the adoption of CAPTCHA in large sites is
evidence of its supremacy infighting spam. Indeed, a number of techniques are as
effective as CAPTCHA, without causing the human interaction step that causes
usability and accessibility issues."

This step helps prevent unfair use of automated programs.

Enter the word as it is shown in the box above.

Can't see the word?

Figure 11 A CAPTCHA which uses visual tricks. Clicking on the "Can't see the word?" directive leads to a

site with instructions for calling the vendor.

In addition to these failings, CAPTCHAs can exclude people with disabilities, including those

with visual problems. While most sites have a link for those who cannot see the page, the links

3 May, Matt. "Inaccessibility of CAPTCHA." W3C. http://www.w3.org/TR/turingtest/. 23 November 2005.
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do not provide much additional help. For example, on the Ticketmaster site, a visual CAPTCHA

must be translated for tickets to be purchased. Those who cannot see the CAPTCHA will see a

page instructing that they call a service department. However, this department is only open

during very limited hours."

Internet Protocol (IP) sniffers can prove effective in some cases. These sniffers can detect the IP

address from which a "user" is making a request for the page. Entire sites or addresses can be

blocked by such means. Many different packages exist that can find bad IPs. For example, the

SnoopAnalyzer helps users find bad and block bad IP addresses by analyzing Network Protocol

access.36

2.3.3 Revision/Version Capture

The database-backed technology allows former versions of pages to be captured and kept for as

long as is necessary-most Wikis currently do this indefinitely. In this way, if an entry is wiped

or edited beyond repair, an old version can be brought back. While the search for the bad page

can be time-consuming on a site of Wikipedia's size, the actual reversion to an earlier version

can be performed quickly. Some sites choose not to display history pages, in part because of the

rapidity with which versions can be cycled and recycled.

3 Ticketmaster web site. http://www.ticketmaster.com/access/1D003CCEA0454F73?unviewable optik=1. (10
September 2006).
36 Bradley, Tony. "SnoopAnalyzer Standard"
http://netsecurity.about.com/od/securitytoolprofiles/p/aaprsnoopanlzr.htm. 12 September 2006.
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Figure 12 This history page for CNN.

In addition, entries can be "diff'd." Two entries are compared side-by-side, which highlights the

changes. In this way, if only a small fraction of an article is ruined or lost, it can be restored.

This can be very helpful in tracking down who made what changes when, and in seeing if

someone made large or small changes to an existing page.
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The 'Cable News Network", commonly known as '"CPW",ls a cable
[[television networlt founded in 1980 by [Ted

Tumer]].<ref>htt:/eeandedcomAdhortm Me and Ted ... Reese

Schonfeld
Bo<ef><ref>{http:/icnn comICOMMNTYAranscruipts2l /5Aierbauer

Charles Bierbar, CNN senior Washington correspondent, discusses his

19-year career at CNld)ekefw I is a division of the [[Turner Broadcasing
Systemfl, owned by [RTne Warnerfl. CNN Introduced the idea of 24-hour
talevision news coverage, and celebrated ite 25th anniversary on [[Junre I),
[[20051].

in terms of cumulative (Cumne) [[Nielsen ratings]], CNN rates as America's #1
cable news network; however, ir is surpassed by [[Fox Newsl in long-term
viewers (Nialser's Points ratings). CNN broadcasts primariy from Is
headquarters at the [CNN Centerj in [[Atlara, Georgi4Atlentajj, and from
studios in [[New York Cty]] and ([Washington, DC]]. As of December 2004, it
Is available in 882 million U.S. households and more than 890,100 American

Figure 13 Screen shot of a diff page, showing the differences between two consecutive versions of the page.

2.3.4 Monitoring through Crawlers

Another means of controlling for bad content is to constantly monitor the changes via a system

of alerts and crawlers. Crawlers work by means similar to those of the large search engines-

Google and Yahoo-that "crawl" the Internet is search of content. As these crawlers crawl

pages within the Wiki, they can send alerts about or even modify pages with inappropriate

content.

The database can be configured to send emails or similar notifications to a set of administrators

each time a change is made to a page, subset of pages, or even the whole database. This means

of controlling for bad content is becoming increasingly popular:
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Some Wiki engines provide additional content control. It can be monitored to
ensure that a page, or a set of pages, keeps its quality. A person willing to
maintain pages will be warned of modifications to the pages, allowing him or her
to verify the validity of new editions quickly."

This type of monitoring still requires human intervention to stop attacks. However, if this work

is dispersed across a large set of volunteers, the pain can be greatly lessened. In addition, the

crawlers can be programmed to correct some malicious behavior on their own; for example,

when an inappropriate word is found, they can be programmed to roll back to the most recent

edition of the page in which this content is absent. This type of policing can result in some true

users being unhappy about what they may see as excessive monitoring or a limitation placed on

free speech, but can pay large dividends over time.

"Wiki." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wiki. Last updated 26 August 2006. (26 August 2006).
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Chapter 3: Community

The basic [idea] of the Web is that [ofl an information space through which
people can communicate, but communicate in a special way: communicate by
sharing their knowledge in a pool. The idea was not just that it should be a big
browsing medium. The idea was that everybody would be putting their ideas in,
as well as taking them out."

- Tim Berners-Lee, creator of the World Wide Web

In this chapter, we will look at online communities, including the people involved, typical

demographics they fill, and what motivates them to write. These factors will be examined

independent of technologies used or business models employed.

3.1 Introduction

While many still balk at the notion of spending time contributing knowledge or opinions for no

monetary reward, the movement towards unlimited knowledge distribution has been well under

way throughout the 21st century. An excellent example of this is the open source community. It

is important to study this community because in it, we can discover the root of an attitude which

would help Web 2.0 and its technologies grow outside of the world of software engineers.

The Open Source movement created an unusual platform for software development: developers

were contributing content without receiving monetary compensation from the owner of the

software being produced. This movement and related attitude of openness would find itself

growing beyond the geek community and into the mainstream. Though originally a small

movement, sites such as SourceForge.net gave developers a place to collaborate online and find

like-minded teammates.

38 Lamb, Brian. Wide Open Spaces: Wikis, Ready or Not. Educause Review, vol 39, no 5. September/October
2004, 7.
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Open source projects are run almost entirely online. While some projects may pay contributors

to write software through various grants (such as user donations), most rely upon free labor.

Some companies which see a benefit to a certain project may pay their employees to work on

some of these projects, but again, the majority of open source software projects are done on

donated time and effort alone.3 9 In exchange, the developers receive tools they can use, positive

Internet reputations, and acceptance into any number of online communities."

a Home
SAbout Mmeca
' News
a Our projects
i Press room
* Local chapters

a Benefactors
a Recent changes
* Contact us
. .Job openings
a Donations

search

.... .... ........... ...........
toolbox

a V,,latlnks here

a Related changes
a Upload tile
N Special pages

Printable version

* Permanent link................ ..... ....................

http://wikimediafourndation.org/wikji/Fndrairng i___ 9__ __ _ Q i ~ X
log cn reoures approva

article -iScussion edit (requires login) history

Fundraising
From the Wikimedia Foundaton

4_,,i. Asturianu burapexe Brezhoneg Catali cesy C ymraeg Deutsoc Ehlqvim- Engish Esperanto Espaiol |Eest Suomi Frangais
Oalego ny Hrvaaki Magyar Bahasa lndonesia Italiano, 8* : Pj : Litzebueigesch Nederands Noak(bokmal) Noak(nynolk) Polski
Podrugos Romn1 Pye rerl Slonenina Slovensina Cproea tsrpski Basa sunda Svenska I | Tode0  Tidng Vitt Walon r0t

Imagine a world in which every person has free access
to the sum of all human knowledge. That's what we're doing.

And we need your help.

The Wikimedia Foundation Inc. is a non-profit organization with the
goal of providing free knowledge to every person in the world. Meeting
this goal through the maintenance, development and distribution of free
content, Wikimedia relies on public donations to run its wiki-based
projects.

Wikimedia provides computing and network resources to create and
distribute many reference works including iilkipedia 6, Wiktionary iP,
Wikiquote i9, Wikibooks i, Wikinews 0, Wikiscurce EP and the
VWiirnedia Ccmrcre P. The content of these projects is provided to
the public free >f c

1Lrge.

How your donation will help

Help empower the world with free knowledge!

One time gift of U $ v

Public comment
(200 charactesmax) - - -.-

Public donor list 0 List my name
0 List anonymously

All of our sites are free from advertisements. Visitors are not charged Tax-deductibility of donations - Other donation methods
to edit, read or use our content. We rely entirely on donations to fund You can also donate monthly or yearly
our projects. Our unprecedented growth in traffic and content requires
regular hardware updates to prevent outages without sacrificing functionality. Other outgoings include bandwidth costs, rackspace within a

colocation center, purchase of Wikimedia's domain names, sponsorship of specific software development tasks, and, occasionally, travel

expenses.

See Budget/2005 for our latest budget, which details where the money will go, and meta:Wikirnedia servers/hardware orders for details of the
hardware we ordered after our last fundraising drive.

The Wikimedia Foundation also requires funding to continue its pioneering role in exploring the field of collaborative content creation. In
addition, we are pursuing grants to fund the packaging and distribution of Wikimedia content to places that do not have access to the Internet.
Every donation can make a big difference. If you have any questions regarding donations or the Wikimedia Foundation, please contact us.

Figure 14 Wikimedia's page requesting donations.

39 "What Does Free Mean?" http://www.debian.org/intro/free. Last edited 24 September 2006. (1 October 2006).
40 Lakhani, Karim R. The Core and the Periphery in Distributed and Self-Organizing Innovation Systems.
Doctorate Thesis, February 2006.
41 "Fundraising." http://wikimediafoundation.org/Wiki/Fundraising. Last updated 29 August 2006. (17 October
2006).
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Open source projects are not a new phenomenon, but their popularity has skyrocketed in recent

years. Many believe that the GNU project launched in 1984 was the first true open source

project.4 ' Richard Stallman founded GNU ("GNU is Not Unix") in 1983 with a letter containing

the following quote:

Starting this Thanksgiving I am going to write a complete Unix-compatible
software system called GNU (for Gnu's Not Unix), and give it away free to
everyone who can use it. Contributions of time, money, programs and equipment
are greatly needed. 43

The "free" would later be often clarified as being "free as in speech, not as in beer." Regardless

of the definition of the "free," Stallman called for people to work on his project for no monetary

reward. It was then distributed including its source code-the earliest "open source."

Figure 15 GNU's mascot.

The Open Source realm has grown exponentially. Among the best known are Apache (a high

tech incubator) and SourceForge, which has over one million projects.

42 "The GNU Operating System: Free as in Freedom." http://www.gnu.org/. (20 September 2006).
41 Staliman, Richard. "new UNIX implementation." http://www.gnu.org/gnu/initial-announcement.html. 27
September 1983.
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Software Map Topics

Welcome to the Software Map. The Software map will help you quickly navigate around the thousands of
projects hosted on SourceForge. net. To use the Software Map, simply click on one of the popular Topics
displayed. Once you're browsing a particular topic, you'll be able to easily filter, sort and search your
project list.

Clustering i46.
Most downloaded: openMosix
Most active: Open HPi

Database (61.55
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Desktop @uo22
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Solution

Most active: OPenbravo ERP

Garnes 11436)
Most downloaded ZSNES
Most active: ScummVM

Hardware 1342)

Most downloaded: StepMana
Most active: macam - nebcam dr ver for Mac OS X

Multimedia (132831
Most downloaded: ccex
Most active inkscape

Networking fnss)
Most downloaded/active: FileZilla

Secuilty ('22
Most downloaded: V'nSCP
Most active: KeePans Password Safe

StO Iage (2137)
Most downloadediactive: 7-Zip

SysAdrin 133i
Most downloaded: TightVNC
Most active: phpMyAdrin

VolP (31P)

Most downloaded: trixbox
Most active: freePBX

Display All
View all of the topics in the Software Map

Most Downloaded: Most Active: New Additions:

1. eMule 1. Gaim 1. Stanford Conference And Research
2. Ares Galaxy 2. ZK - Ajax but no JavaScript Forum
3. AzureusN 3. 7Zip 2. process sustaining database

4. Shareaza 4. OpenWFE 3. LotusScript Editor for Eclipse

Figure 16 SourceForge.net is an online space for developers to work jointly on software projects.

Boston Consulting Group wanted to look at what made people write "free" software. In doing

so, they spoke with Open Source expert Karim Lakhani.

Lakhani says (open source programmers) could be separated into four
categories: community believers (those who believe source code should be open),
professionals (program for a work need), hobbyists (program for non-work
reasons) and the learners (program to build skill and have fun)."

These attitudes would carry over from beyond software developers into many areas. Each of the

four groups created could eventually be applied to more casual users of community technology,

such as Wikis.

44 Surmacz, John. "Creative Coding." Darwin. 31 July 2002.
http://64.28.79.73/leam/numbers/numberdetail.cfin?ID=92&METRIC=410. (20 September 2006).
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Community believers work for a common good. They would enter content into Wikis, chat

rooms, or forums believing that someday their "donation" would be returned in the form of

information they might need. In addition, a survey conducted for this thesis identified that 50%

of those polled would contribute content to a Wiki simply for the "sense of helping others."45 A

strong community is an imperative for a Web 2.0 site, and those who are already community

believers are a good resource.

Professionals in open source code to improve their own software. While they may receive no

monetary compensation, they are rewarded with a software product which can help them further

their jobs. This is probably the category to which it is most difficult to directly tie community

sites. While only 22% of survey respondents said they would enter Wiki content for money,

many have joined companies in which contributing to Wiki content can build a positive online

reputation. For example, if one wanted to build credibility around a new sports site, those

involved in this community may want to post to other sites to start building a reputation that

would lend credibility to their own sites. While perhaps not exactly the same as coding software

to use a product, it is similar in that these users are strengthening communities so that their own

may survive.

Hobbyists are perhaps the clearest to link. Many people like to share knowledge about their

passions. In the survey, 68.6% of respondents who had contributed to a Wiki cited the main

reason as being subject expertise, not error correction or compensation. Contributing to an

45 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
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online community is one means by which to further a hobby; it creates more vested involvement,

especially when the contribution requires a login and helps the user to start building a reputation

within that community.

Last are the learners. 17.1% of those who had contributed to a Wiki did so to "try a new

technology."46 People can have the opportunity to learn both by playing with the new web 2.0

technology, and by learning about the content on the site. This thesis was available at

http://www.writemythesis.com. While the experiment of having others write this did not

necessarily succeed, reactions were interesting. I intentionally left spelling errors on the page. I

had one person respond to me, telling me of the error. When I had this person fix it, she was

happy that she understood the new technology, and said she would contribute again in the future

if the opportunity presented itself centered on a subject she understood.

3.2 Attitude history

For some, the notion of people doing work for free seemed almost impossible. Said Aaron

Swartz, a member of the board at Wikimedia:

"If I had come here five years ago and told you I was going to make an entire
encyclopedia by putting up a bunch of web pages that anyone could edit, you
would have been able to raise a thousand objections: It will get filled with
vandalism! The content will be unreliable! No one will do that work for free!" "

However, once Wikipedia's growth began, it was exponential. A community grew around the

content, and many of Wikipedia's entries are among the first hits that come up for various

46 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
47 Swartz, Aaron. "Who runs Wikipedia?" http://www.aaronsw.com/weblog/whorunswikipedia. 7 September
2006.
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Google searches. While vandalism does exist (and will be discussed shortly), the attitude of

many people was positive enough to make Wikipedia into a viable and successful business.

3.2.1 Open Source Attitude outside of Open Source

More and more services and products similar to those produced by open source are being done

by those not involved in software programming: the online sphere has become a popular place

for such adventures as dating or finding and booking travel. The openness seen in the open

source community seemed to be dispersed into other parts of the Internet, those populated both

by software engineers and by average users. User reviews would soon be shared on lines in such

sites as Epinions and TripAdvisor.

File Edit View Go Bookmarks Tools Help

f http:f/www. epinons.com/pr-HughesHR10-250_DigitalVRecorderldisplay_~reviews

Sot by

Product Rating

Sound:
Ease of Use
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Recording T me:

Sort by

Review Date

Those in the Know - TiVo! High-Def On Demand Programming with the
Hughes HR10-250
by mrL PmA APE.1 - Top 100, Dec 01 14
(A Very Helpful review)
Pros: TiVo functionality for HDTV can't be beat, great interface, the usual TiVo greatness.
Cons: Hardware failure on our first unit required its replacement within the first six months.
My TiVo addiction began when a very good friend who happened to be my roommate
practically forced me into buying an open box TiVo, and then helped me hack it into a 101
hour TiVo. I reviewed that box h ere. I fell in
Read the full review

A True Believer In DirecTV and TiVo
by muuviemaker , lay 21 IE
(A Very Heipful reviw)
Pros: Worth The money. Get many Freebies. Easy to use and understand. Sophisticated
yet simple.
Cons: Sometimes cuts your pre-recorded program short.
How in the world did we survive all these decades without it? Now if it is broken it is as
serious as our car not running. I have had DirecTV since 2001 and upgraded to TiVo a
couple years ago. Fell madly in love and have upgraded Receivers and Dishes
Read the full review

Integrated DVR & TiVo Makes this a Hit!
by glenhamilton , Sep 29 04
(A Very Helpful review)
Pros: Quiet, reliable, flawless recordings. Built-in ATSC tuners (HDTV off-air broadcasts).

Figure 17 User opinions on ePinions.com
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People would work for free, contributing time and effort to submit a user review, and often for

no credit other than an attribution to a screen name. However, this process is still not completely

communal; while posters seem to be posting for no reason other than helping others, they are still

passing on information unilaterally instead of through a communal voice. In addition, all

reviews must be approved through processes at Epinions and TripAdvisor, and can take up to 48

hours to appear. Rather than being of one voice in a real-time setting, users spoke

asynchronously through different channels. While still a positive community, the asynchronous

nature of this type of site left space for a different type of communal site.

3.2.2 Web logs

Web logs, less formally and more commonly known as "blogs," have appeared almost

everywhere; information consolidator Technorati lists over 53.1 million blogs.48 Some blogs are

web diaries, while other have distinct purposes: information, entertainment, or knowledge

dissemination centered on a specific topic. Some writers claim blogs, others blog anonymously.

While a blog is not an even community as a Wiki is, it is a place where one person or one group

of people can share an initial opinion, and many others can comment.

What makes people blog?

If we can look at why people blog, perhaps we can understand why they are ready to go another

step and completely hand over control of their knowledge. One blogger named "Writer Chick"

asked what made people write blog entries. Responded one writer:

48 http://www.technorati.com/. 4 September 2006.
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The blogger, by virtue of simply writing down whatever is on his mind, will be
confronted with his own thoughts and opinions. Blogging every day, he will
become a more confident writer. A community of 100 or 20 or 3 people may
spring up around the public record of his thoughts. Being met with friendly
voices, he may gain more confidence in his view of the world; he may begin to
experiment with longer forms of writing, to play with haiku, or to begin a creative
project-one that he would have dismissed as being inconsequential or doubted he
could complete only afew months before."

According to Writer Chick, it seems that bloggers blog for appreciation, self-reflection, and to

create their own community. Many respondents to a survey distributed for this thesis noted that

they blog to help people, think about what they have experienced, and just share with others to

search for a common bond.

One survey respondent noted that she had posted to TripAdvisor because she would hope that

someone with information about places she wanted to stay would post their opinions in return.

Again, this is reminiscent of the "community" attitude discussed by Karim Lakhani in

conjunction with Open Source software; people believe in community.

49 "Why do Bloggers Blog?" http://writerchick.wordpress.com/2006/08/14/why-do-bloggers-blog. 14 August 2006
(20 September 2006).
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% Very Nice by a TripAdvisor Member, Ky (Sep 8, 2006)
Review of Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead, Atlanta, Georgia

.. we all agreed (Kids are real hotel critics) that the hotel was
excellent. And for the first time scouting around Atlanta- hats off
to you. Your city is beautiful and very diverse.

Happy once everything was resolved by a TripAdvisor Member,
Atlanta, Georgia (Sep 3, 2006)
Review of Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead, Atlanta, Georgia

I booked a "Corner City View' room through hotels.com. It's an
upgrade to the Standard Room. When I arrived, they put me in a
4th floor room with a view of the ...

Amazing by a TripAdvisor Member, Darrow, Louisiana (Sep 3,
2006)
Review of Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buckhead, Atlanta, Georgia

... I were guests at The Grand Hyatt Atlanta from July ... of the
amenities that The Grand has to ... I must add that The Grand
has the most comfortable beds! I looked forward ...

% Love this place by a TripAdvisor Member, Georgia (Sep 3, 2006)
Review of Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Btickhead, Atlanta, Georgia

.once but the hotel moved me and apologlized as well as
sending security to the room to address the offending guests.
Soonce again I have accolades for the Hyatt in Buckhead.

% Was Okay by a TripAdvisor Member, Tennessee/North Carolina
(Aug 25, 2006)
Review of The Ritz-Carnton Buckhead, Atlanta, Georgia

... However, the Ritzwas betterthan the Grand Hyatt Buckhead.
Bottom line: it was a really nice hotel, but if you are going to
spend the dough, spend it on the Intercontinental.

% Great Room by a TripAdvisor Member, tampa, FL (Aug 1, 2006)
Review of Grand Hyatt Atlanta in Buickhead, Atlanta, Georgia
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Cheap Ga Travel
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Travel Free. Lowest Price Guarantee
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Figure 18 Listing of user reviews on TripAdvisor. Content is attributed to a single user for each entry, and

content must be approved before being displayed on the site.

3.2.3 Wiki

With community-inspired entities such as open source, opinion sites, and blogs creating the Web

2.0-like community atmosphere, a path was cleared for Wiki to make its entry. As addressed in

the first chapter, "Wiki" is derived from the term "WikiWiki" in Hawaiian, meaning quick. A

Wiki was described by Ward, its creator, as "The simplest online database that could possibly

work." Wiki.org has expanded on this definition as follows:

Wiki is a piece of server software that allows users to freely create and edit Web
page content using any Web browser. [...] Wiki is unusual among group
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communication mechanisms in that it allows the organization of contributions to
be edited in addition to the content itself 50

One of the benefits of a Wiki is that it gives all users an equal opportunity to edit and manage

content. This was the true intent of the Web by the man that invented it, who saw the Web as a

place for people to "communicate by sharing their knowledge in a pool.""

3.3 Who writes Wikis

"When they first hear about Wikipedia, many people think that articles are
created by people adding afew words at a time. Many edits are very minor, and
just fix spelling, rephrase, or add a fact or two. But some editors who are
interested in a particular subject contribute paragraphs or whole articles at a
time; these editors might be anyone from a professor in the field, to a hobbyist, to
a person who just wants to fill a hole in the encyclopedia. ""

Indeed, many different types of people contribute to Wikis. Wikis center on any number of

subjects, and each successful Wiki must have active contributors. There are Wikis for almost

every topic, as well as general Wikis such as Wikipedia or Wikinews, which appeal to a vaster

audience.

Absolute indicators of who contributes to Wikis were difficult to discern in a survey conducted

for this thesis. Of the 45 respondents who had contributed to a Wiki, 91.1% of them considered

themselves technically savvy (compared to 68.5% of the total of 131 respondents). 51.1% of

them were on the computer for 8 or more hours a day, and the reason most cited for contribution

was "subject matter expertise" at 68.6%. 79.5% of them had used Microsoft's "Track Changes"

'0 "What is Wiki?" http://Wiki.org/Wiki.cgi?WhatIsWiki. Last edited 27 June 2002. (20 September 2006).
51 Lamb, Brian. Wiki Ready or not, p7.
52 "Who Writes Wikipedia?" http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia:Who-writesWikipedia. Last updated 19
September 2006. (19 September 2006).
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feature. This last feature seemed to be the second biggest indicator of whether someone might

contribute to a Wiki or not behind the consideration of oneself as technically savvy; only 64.8%

of all respondents had contributed.

These numbers were in general to non-absolute to prove a path about Wiki contributors. It

seems that people will contribute when they know a subject, although those that are technically

savvy may be slightly more inclined to do so. Being on a computer for more than 8 hours a day

may also give users more time to spend looking at Wiki sites and familiarizing themselves with

these communities.

3.3.1 Problem of people not understanding purpose

Some visitors to Wiki sites may not have an ill purpose in mind, but can compromise the

integrity of a Wiki by not fully understanding or learning its purpose: both the purpose of the

site, and the purpose of Wiki technology.

Instead of providing information, these users may post questions in the middle of a Wiki or

create a Wiki around a question. For example, on the CarGurus Wiki site, one user had posted:

"I am trying to find out how many mustangs were made in 1964-1/2" on the Wiki page for this

car. Ironically, this behavior is not ostensibly harmful to the site, and may even win some users,

as they see that others share the same inquiries as themselves. However, it is still not directly

inline with the purpose of the Wiki.

When I distributed the link to the Wiki for this thesis (http://www.writemythesis.com), I received

questions and comments concerning the Wiki. I was thrilled; this meant that perhaps I would be
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seeing some edits from various people. However, many of the comments centered on typos I had

put in to the Wiki on purpose. Several people reported these typos to me rather than fixing them

themselves.

3.3.2 The Reversal: Using the online community to perfect the real

community

More Perfect (http://www.moreperfect.org) is a Wiki site which seeks to improve society by

sharing ideas on a communal, un-password-protected Wiki.

more perfect was born out of the firsthand experience of its founders, who have
been directly involved in the formulation of local and state-wide legislation and
public policy for more than a decade. Frustrated with the limitations of the
traditional approach to policy development, more perfect's founders set out to
develop a model for collaboration that avoids a time consuming, costly and often
ineffective public outreach process, and that would involve more people and re-
invigorate the market of ideas."

They are taking the idea of an online community and extending it backward into an actual

community, rather than the more typical reversal of trying to create a web community based on

an existing "real" community. They have different sections to allow those who want to discuss

and improve different aspects of society to do so.

5 "About More Perfect." http://www.moreperfect.org/Wiki/index.php?title=AboutMorePerfect. Last edited 21
September 2006. (2 October 2006).
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Figure 19 Screen shot of more perfect.

While they get nowhere near the traffic of Wikipedia, their approach to managing society

through a Wiki is novel. They currently have 186 articles,5 4 whereas Wikipedia measures theirs

in the millions.

More perfect has been far from successful, as many of their pages remain the originally

generated stubs. This problem of creating an active online community with actively contributing

writers will be further explored in the following chapter on Business.

5 "About More Perfect." http://www.moreperfect.org/Wiki/index.php?title=AboutMorePerfect. Last edited 21
September 2006. (2 October 2006).
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updates!

jun to your State

Select State

" home
a transportation
" education
a heath care
a environment
a civil liberties
a crime and justice
a safety and security
" government reform
" more. .

Massachusetts Top 50

Who are the Top 50 Most Influential People in Massachusetts? Edit this list. Add to it. Rearrange it.

[edit]Politics, Current [dt

Pi~wics Historical [edit]

Categories Massachusetts
.. .. ... ... ... .- - - --.. .... .. . - -.. .. .. .. ...... ... ..-.. ..... .... ..-.. ... .. ......- - - --... .... ... . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ..-... .... .. ... . - -.. .. ... .. ...

help

a getting started
a help topics

search

handy links

a new pages
" recent changes
" what links here

Figure 20 Screenshot of the more perfect page, showing an untouched Wiki stub.

3.4 Threats to Community

There are several threats to a community such as that comprised around a Wiki. For this

community to be successful, the threats must be identified and controlled, either by the

community or by official "police," such as a site owner.

The venerable Wikipedia has had many problems with vandalism and similar threats:

As problems of vandalism, prejudice and inaccuracy ensued, Mr. Wales [the
founder] was reluctant to clamp down. In the end, he had to. The site has set
down policies to mediate debates; it has banished unco-operative contributors; it
locked down entries that were frequently vandalized (such as one on George
Bush)-changes come only from contributors who are designated as leaders on
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the strength of their work. A blunt new policy was promulgated: "Don't be a
dick." [...] Wikipedia changed its rules so that only registered users can edit
existing entries, and new contributors must wait a few days before they can start
new ones. "5

Just as the world's largest Wiki has had to play with rules to get a successful product somewhat

sheltered from threats, so must all other sites.

CBBP-type policies can play a large role in aiding in the content management of many sites.

While some Wiki owners may be hesitant to request a login due to the threat of losing users who

do not want to register, the reduced amount of vandalism may be worth losing a user to some. It

may give the site more of an exclusive feel-not necessarily a good thing in a community site-

but legitimate users will likely respect the steps taken to protect the content they have

painstakingly created.

3.4.1 Threats: Bots

Bots are machine processes which can interact with content on a site in ways intended only for

human users. The most common non-malicious usage of bots is information gathering. For

example, web crawlers crawl sites recursively to gather a listing of pages for that site.56 The only

real threat from these is server usage.

Other bots can be malicious by replacing content with advertising, inappropriate content, or

nothing: they simply erase existing content. These bots can cripple a site both through their

55 "Open Source Business: Open, but not As Usual."
http://www.economist.com/business/displaystory.cfin?storyid=5624944. 16 March 2006.
56 "Internet Bot." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Internet-bot. Last edited 8 September 2006. (10 September 2006)
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usage of the server and by leaving a path of destruction that humans have no alternative but to

follow and clean.

The server usage by bots is such a threat to Wikipedia that it has created an official policy

directing the use of bots on the site." Bots on Wikipedia must receive permission from

Wikipedia and must identify themselves through a formal policy program Wikipedia has

created.58 Owners of bots must first be good, active contributors to Wikipedia, and their bots

must be proven to be harmless through the bot permission submission process. Most

importantly, the bots must be benign, meant only to catalogue or record the information as a

search site crawler would. In addition, spell-checking bots are explicitly outlawed, as Wikipedia

feels these can ruin content in their sometimes haphazard attempts to improve it.

3.4.2 Threats: Spam

Spammers have many ways of infiltrating a Wiki. They can use brute force, posting links and

text advertising their site. In some Wikis, then can even post images. They can choose to

integrate their advertisements in at least two ways.

57 Wikipedia:Bots. http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia:Bots. Last edit 7 September 2006. (10 September
2006).
58 "Wikipedia:Bots. http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia:Bots. Last edit 7 September 2006. (10 September
2006).
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Figure 21 Articles from Wikis focusing on dealing with spamming within Wikis. 59

First, some spammers and the bots they create work overtly. They will not mask their intent,

posting only text such as "Check out this link: http://www.dummysite.com." This brute force

method is easy to identify, but may be hard to fix. Either the Wiki community can delete the text

or a site owner may be forced to monitor the site more carefully. If the site has login

capabilities, these may need to be more stringently enforced.

To protect against this type of threat, a site owner (or a surrogate with administrator privileges)

can try to filter out certain types of sites or IP's. However, this could create a problem for

59 "Category: Spam." http://www.wikiindex.com/Category:Spam. Last updated 11 June 2006. (6 October 2006).
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legitimate users. For example, if a site owner filters out any site linking to a specific technology,

make of cars, or line of clothes, legitimate writers may no longer be able to post this type of

information. However, if the same poster is consistently posting links to the same sites, code can

be added to disallow these entries. Unfortunately, this could add more burden on the database

and servers of the site owners. Balancing threats while not alienating users requires a delicate

balance which will be explored in the Business chapter of this paper.

Another means by which bots operate is to integrate their text as seamlessly as possible into the

text of the Wiki. They will appear to give advice centered around their good or service. For

example, they can recommend visiting a certain car dealership or hotel, claiming that they have

superior service. For the most part, this is harmless. However, when the seamlessly-entered link

is to an inappropriate site, unsuspecting users can be misled. In addition, if this entry purposely

uses incorrect information, the overall value of the Wiki would be diminished. This also can

present an unfounded bias into which community members may fall.

The problem of blatant posting can be ameliorated in at least two ways. First, registration can be

a requirement, keeping in mind that spammers could get around this by registering a new account

each time their old one is shut down. However, registration can make it easier for a site owner to

go in and delete all from a certain user.

A second defense is brute force. Users or owners of the community would need to go in and

delete whatever this user has posted. This can start to deteriorate the community as users gain

thoughts of being too closely monitored or policed. Conversely, it can strengthen the community
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as they work to expel threats together. This theory will be explored in more detail in the section

on community policing.

Blending is the third means, and is slightly more sinister in its cure. Users will have to go in and

manually delete only the sentences, links, words, or phrases placed there by the spammers. This

must be done carefully and by a human user, as loyal users to the community may be

recommending some legitimate services, while spammers may be only recommending their own.

Writes Sternstein of the trouble with spain in Wikis:

"Accessibility can [also] let in annoyances such as spam. People who use
spambots - applications that post unwanted advertisements on public Web sites
that allow comments - love Wiki sites because they are like free billboards. Wiki
sites archive all their versions so they also archive spam, boosting spammers'
page rankings on the Google search engine. Much of [a site director's] efforts
were directed toward blocking spam. "It's a tough thing between being open and
being secure," he said "60

3.4.3 Threats: Malicious behavior

At the risk of sounding completely unscientific, I make this statement: some people are jerks.

They seem to base their existence not on their own accomplishments, but in detracting from

those of other people. They are not out to advertise services or further their own causes; they

just want to cause trouble.

These people have just as much right to go to Web 2.0 pages as any other user, and fully exploit

this right. They do not have an advertising purpose in mind, but instead go into a community site

and use profanity or grossly modify or delete the work of others. They can use inappropriate

language and post inappropriate images.

60 Sternstein, Aliya. "Wiki Means Fast." FCW.com http://www.fcw.com/article88467-04-04-05-Print. 5 April
2005.
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Many threats of this type have learned how to get around prevention techniques. The use of fake

IP addresses is common. The Microsoft web site goes into some detail on the problem of IP

spoofmg:

Most networks and operating systems use the IP address to identify a computer as
being valid on a network. In some cases, it is possible for an IP address to be
falsely used. This is known as identity spoofing. An attacker might use special
programs to construct IP packets that appear to originate from valid addresses
inside an organization intranet.
After gaining access to the network with a valid IP address, the attacker can
modify, reroute, or delete data. The attacker can also conduct other types of
attacks, as described in the following sections.'

Once one IP address is banned, they merely switch to another using any number of available

software programs. Users such as these can exploit registration sites by entering false

information, a fake or temporary email address, or other misleading information.

Similarly, some malicious users will go so far as to use network rerouters to hide their incoming

information. Such sources are best known as the proxies which allow users to access blocked

sites. Using fake routers, users can penetrate sites from which they have been blocked. There

are sites throughout the web which allow people confined within schools to bypass blockers to

access such sites as MySpace and Facebook.62 Similar sites can be used to alert other web sites

which use IP address blocking as security.

61 "Security Issues With IP." http://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/windows/xp/all/proddocs/en-

us/sagipsec ov2.mspx?mfr=true. Microsoft Corporation.
62 "View Blocked Sites from School or Work." http://www.fastandloud.com/uncategorized/blocked-school-work-

filter-bypass-myspace-facebook-friendster-google-orkut-yahoo-360/. (1 October 2006)
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3.4.4 Does community policing strengthen or weaken the community?

Community policing is the internal verification of Wiki content by those within the community.

There are varying opinions on whether community policing strengthens or weakens the

community. Some believe that it strengthens the community, as inappropriate content is filtered

out by members of the community itself However, others disagree that it strengthens the

community, as different people may find different content inappropriate. Others wonder where

the line is drawn for free speech.

For example, the aforementioned article on Bill Gates led to a discussion within the Wiki on the

true origins of the "rumors" of his arrest and atheism.63 It is, unfortunately, also an example of

Wiki vandalism. Eventually, members of the community cleaned the article and gave it special

status as an article which only selected members of the community can edit. The members of the

community successfully policed this article, rendering a piece of work which was more factual.

As with many Wikis, the history remains available so that users can see the past edits to the

entry.

Sustainable Ballard considers itself a Wiki meant to be a "blueprint for every town."64 It requests

that users of different levels-from casual to administrator-monitor different pages and report

any vandalism immediately. Administrators are further requested to follow up on such threats by

63 "Bill Gates." Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Talk:Bill Gates. Last modified 1 October 2006. (1
October 2006).
" "Sustainable Ballard." http://www.sustainableballard.org/Wiki/index.php. (9 October 2006).
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using the database to monitor behavior by suspected vandals.65 Casual users are asked to monitor

"Recent Changes" and note any misuse.

W /f kipe@ rg1wi Bi G k:Go Bl Gae x
[edit]THEREALVI EW [dt

To all editors who have been reverting this user's ridiculous edits, thanks, and it has been reported at
Wrkipedia:Administrators%/27_noticeboard/3RR. --Renesisl3 14:39, 27 July 2006 (UTC)

I don't think it was ridiculous, just misleading and not relevant to Dill Gates personally, while his deposition testimony and the decisions he
was shown to have made are. Gazpacho 18:06, 27 July 2006 (UTC)

The content itself is not necessarily what I meant was ridiculous it was combined with the fact that it had nothing to do with Gates'un
specifically, it was being reinserted immediately after removal (7 times), and also the edits to Gates' photo's caption to make him sound
like a criminal ("before his founding company was declared an illegal monopoly in the United States."). Anyway, the user has been
blocked now, so we don't have to keep reverting the page over and over again. -- Renesis13 18:53, 27 July 2006 (UTC)

Semi-Protection

Anyone think, with the recent vandalism, that this article needs protection? - A Shlade Of Gray 09:49, 13 August 2006 (UTC)

[edit]
Pre-Law

I think Bill Gates studied pre-law at Harvard, not computer science. He enrolled as pre-law.

Regardless of whether that is true, "pre-law" is not a degree. It is a program of courses you take in addition to your degree studies to
prepare for law school. Gazpacho 01:15, 4 September 2006 (UTC)

Were there even computer science degrees back then? I'd think almost certainly no... my only doubt stems from the fact that Harvard tends to
be ahead of the curve User:coreydaj 03:53 17 Sept 2006

[edit]Arrest

When was Gates arrested? April 75, September 75, or December 77? Somebody changed it, and I don' know what's right. Google is no help
at all; different dates are all over the place. In the picture there's a number that could be the arrest date: 12 13 77. But I don't know if that's
supposed to be a date or not. We should have some definitive source for this. Everyking 08:47, 27 August 2006 (UTC)

What was the disposition of this arrest? Was he convicted or acquitted? We shouldn't leave it hanging there because that implies that he
was guilty. -Shoaler (talk) 09:29, 27 August 2006 (UTC)

I don't know, but I think the most important thing is to ensure that we have the right date in there, because inaccuracy is worse than
r,,,,n',I a-.,, fl-Q 17 A- -,-..+ )nmi ti IT('

Figure 22 Screenshot of the "talk" section of the Wikipedia article on Bill Gates.

Community policing is primarily a positive thing. It shows that community members are vested

in the site and want to make it work to succeed. A small faction of these users may be upset

about what they may see as a limitation to free speech. In the end, the heightened quality of

pages from user policing offsets any problems with those upset about it. Users know the site is

used and protected, and will be more likely to leave their content there.

65 "Sustainable Ballard: Vandalism."
http://www.sustainableballard.org/Wiki/index.php?title=SustainableBallard:VandalismPrevention. Last updated
28 March 2006. (9 October 2006).
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Chapter 4: Business

"Nobody has found the de facto business model for Wikis.. .It's kind of the Wild
West."

-Ramit Sethi, co-founder of PBWiki, 4 September 200666

The concept of earning money from others' labor is intriguing. With several Web 2.0

technologies, that possibility presents itself as a viable reality. The ease of user interaction in a

Wiki makes it a prime candidate for the basis of an Internet business. However, to build a

successful business online, the site must appeal to a large audience-especially if the model is

based on advertising.

This chapter will explore means of building, sustaining, and earning money from user writing.

4.1 Why Wiki

As noted in the Wiki definition section of this paper, a Wiki is a Commons-Based Peer

Production, which is a project whose team is comprised of volunteers. CBBP refers primarily to

Internet-based projects, but can include many different project types, such as software, libraries

of data, and books.67

Aaron Krowne, author of an article on the dispute between Encyclopedia Britannica and

Wikipedia, claims there are at least two forms of CBPP sites: the free-form model and the

owner-centric model. Wikipedia is an example of the former: no login is required although the

66 Levine, Robert. "New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model. The New York Times. Section C, page 1,
column 6. 4 September 2006.
67 Krowne, Aaron. "The FUD-based Encyclopedia." Free Software Magazine. 28 March 2005.
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user can register if he or she wishes to claim the content he or she creates, and any person can

edit any entry. Benefits of this kind of site were discussed in the chapter on community. The

owner-centric model has an owner for each entry-usually the person who started the entry-

and this owner can grant selected users permission to edit. While users can suggest changes,

only the owner may actually enter them until he or she decides to grant permissions to others.

This model gives the owner more control of his site.

This owner-centric type of site is very similar to an open source project. Generally, in open

source software-and always in Apache open source software projects-a project has an

owner."8 Users of the software may submit fixes, but in the beginning, the owner must

implement these fixes himself. As the project progresses, the owner may recognize that

individual and grant him the role of contributor or the higher role of administrator. Different

roles have different levels of commit privileges, allowing users to edit and contribute directly to

various parts of the project. In the CBPP model, different Wiki contributors earn the right to

directly contribute content, just as do open source software developers.69

68 Davidi, Ilana; LaMantia, Matthew; Schiller, Dave; Shapira, Yoav. "Open Source Software at Apache."
Unpublished. Submitted to System Project Management class, December 2005.
69 Davidi, Ilana; LaMantia, Matthew; Schiller, Dave; Shapira, Yoav. "Open Source Software at Apache."
Unpublished. Submitted to System Project Management class, December 2005.
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Western China
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23-Aug-2006: Hitchhiking Wiki - A iki about hitchhiking
23-Aug-201: CouchSurfing Wiki - A iki for CouchSurfing
23-Aug-200: Hospitaity Exfhange Wiki - A whi about hospalty
exchange
22-Aug-2006: AIO Lesikon - A collection of information on the
Robo Dog AlB) (in German language)

sightseeing and related activities around the globe. 2i-Aug-tat: umoiogvvi - An open, inrernsrsona, vinis;
30-Aug-2006: wiki-markets - One nercrs attmept to create a free, community of practice devoted to ontological engineering and
user-supported database of financial information on stocks semantic technologies
futures, options, fed income and currencies. 20-Aug-2006: FreedomWiki - An eperiment in social interaction

3-Aug-2006 Appropedia - a ving hbrary of appyopfiate technology, 17-Ago-2006: Carlos from Brazil - Congratulations for this great

also covenng sustainabt'ty and broader intemational development job!
Wikssreos.- 11-Aug-2006: Scoutingwikis added these. Scouting wikis. for more

29-Aug-2006 WkiCreole - Creating a common wki markup (not info, Eemail: bud0011@gmail.com

replacing existing markup). 3-Aug-2006: KneeQuickie - A conlanging community

27-Aug-2006: Open Guide to Milton Keynes - community guide to
Miton Keynes witten for folk fving and working in the town

For a little extra fun, as we can, we have hired a caricaturist to draw people based on the pictures posted here. These Digital caricatures are by
the very talented Rhoda Grossman.

Category: Browse

This page was last modified 14:53, 25 September 2006 This page has been accessed 41,614 timses.

Content is avealable under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAike 2.5 License. Logos are dSplayed here as Fair Use, with copyrights retained by their owners. Privacy policy
Abot Vlkindex Disclaimers

Figure 23 A variety of Wiki sites listed at wikiindex.com

To Krowne's two definitions, I add a third commonly found model: the login site with no

specific monitoring for each entry. Monitoring can be executed at a higher level, with each entry

allowed to flourish under the guidance of a user community. I would place this option in

between his two options in terms of monitoring capabilities and user empowerment, and will

refer to it as the general login model.

All of these models have advantages and disadvantages. With the free-form model, there is little

barrier for users to write. This can be both a positive and a negative: while casual users may be

more likely to make minor changes to content, they may be less likely to commit time when

there is no credit to be received. This can also make it easier for vandalism to occur on the site,
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as there is no registration process and vandals can edit or destroy entries slightly more quickly

and easily.7

With the general login model, it is easier to track users, and it is simpler for these users to build

reputations for themselves. Users can log in, create a name, and start earning a reputation. With

the self-policing within the community, there is less for the business owner to do. He or she

needs to monitor at a high level, but can leave it to the community to denote direction.

In owner-centric model, the owner has complete control. The challenge of this model is that the

owner needs to allow the community to write and feel as though it has the right to do so without

being constantly policed for any minor infraction, such as a misspelling. The owner controls not

only the site (as with the general login model), but each individual entry separately. This model

requires extra vigilance on the part of the owner, as well as on the part of those who participate

in it.

4.2 Starting out: Types of sites that may succeed

Collaborative sites must effectively manage a large circle of what are essentially non-employees

with perhaps little or no interest in the company other than the information they can gather from

the sites' pages. The company must provide this benefit to them and give them a desire to keep

the site running in order to do its best to ensure itself with a sustainable revenue model. The

business of running these sites hearkens back to some of the DotComs sites: they are hybrid

70 "Sustainable Ballard: Vandalism."
http://www.sustainableballard.org/Wiki/index.php?title=SustainableBallard:VandalismPrevention. Last updated
28 March 2006. (9 October 2006).
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companies, providing both products and services, but in a less-defined way than might traditional

storefronts.

'- .http://wikitravel.org/sharedwikitravel_5hared:Get-togeder

piobect page j discussion . edit Nstory

" Main Page
" Travellers'pub
a Recent changes
" Random irage
" Random category
* Help

search

too ox --- .-- -

"What ik here
o Related changes
" Upload tile
" Special pages
" Prinable Yersbn
" PermanenIk

Wikitravel Shared: Get-together

The Wikisravel Get-Together is an event where Wikitrav
do best: travel. It's an opportunity to collaborate in the R

face-to-face; to practice the craft of making travel guides;

, o C 1 X
S My page M talt preferences my watchkIst my c lnrtutions g in terete account

Help choose the locabon of the 2007 Wkitravel Ge-
t
rgethr. J

ellers from all over the globe, speakers of any language, come together to do what we
eal World with people that you collaborate with online every day; to meet old friends
and to visit a city or region that you may never have been before.

The format of the get-together is a 9-day trip to some part of the world not well covered in Wikitravel (or, at least, most language versions of
Wkitravel). It is a 'busman's holiday" - while visiting our destination, we'll be collecting information, photos, and impressions of the place we're
visiting to improve the destination guide in Wikitravel for that place. There will be a loose schedule planned by participants before and during the
event, and you can join up with small groups of other Wikitravellers to:

Visit nearby villages, towns, or natural features
Scour some district of the city
Visit the city's attractions and get detailed notes on the practical issues
Research public transit, transportation options, taxis, etc.
Eat out at restaurants
Par-lay in bars, clubs, or whatever

Some side-trips and events will be day trips; others will go overnight. On the first Saturday and half a day on the last Sunday there will be
organized presentations, talks, discussion sessions, panels, etc.

Contents [hide]

1 Who should come
2 2007 Schedule
3 Destination nominations
4 Nominees

4.1 Quebec City
4.1.1 Votes

4.2 Belize
4.2.1 Votes

4.3 Puerto Rico

4.3.1 Votes
4.4 Honolulu

4.4.1 Votes

4.5 Heraklion

Figure 24 Creating a "business trip" for the Wikitravel community7'

The main product is information. By putting together the collective knowledge of a relatively

random group of individuals, a variety of views of information can be amassed. While the

information may not always be truthful-such as the Bill Gates article in Wikipedia discussed in

the community section-it is a place to begin a discussion and perhaps to learn more.

71 http://wikitravel.org/shared/WikitravelShared:Get-together. Last updated 28 September 2006. (2 October 2006).
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The service provided can be equally as vaguely defined. Part of the service is the provision of a

place for like-minded people to find one another. Connections made over obscure topics can be

difficult to discover in day-to-day conversations, yet Wikis provide a place for these people to

find one another. In addition, certain sites can provide information services.

The company's main role from a user perspective is therefore to provide a place for these people

to congregate. Once a company has an audience, it can provide further services, such as links to

topic-related pages or ways to learn more about certain subjects. The company cannot stop

actively maintaining a community once one starts to appear. Those involved with the company

should carefully monitor the site's progress to ensure that community members are having a

positive experience.

A major risk in building a business on a Wiki is that the energy behind it may change. As Robert

Levine noted in an article in the New York Times, "If Wikis become a big business, some of that

idealism may fade - and consumers may begin to resent contributing to the sites free. So far,

though, the sites are growing fast, thanks to dedicated volunteers."" To avoid this type of

problem, a company must supply a robust product and establish a dedicated corps of users and

writers.

72 Levine, Robert. "New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model. The New York Times. Section C, page 1,
column 6. 4 September 2006. .
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4.2.1 Build something useful

The Wikis currently in existence center on many different topics. As previously discussed, a

Wiki's success depends heavily on its community; an active community is a requirement for

Wiki sustainability. Users will return to a site if it is useful to them. Obvious though this may

seem, many Wikis die due to a lack of community; there was no use found in the site by its

potential users.

Based on the number of pages, the most popular public Wiki is Wikipedia. This site provides the

same function as the encyclopedia books that are used so often in research. In addition, it has

become the home for anything factual; if something is based in fact, Wikipedia will most often

allow a page. Pages showing bias or company advertising are often not allowed.

Wikipedia fills a very useful niche: it is the Encyclopedia Britannica for a generation that does

much of its work and research online. No longer are periodically updated volumes purchases

required; information can be updated realtime and made immediately available to the viewer. It

is well-indexed online, and is usually among the first entries for any Internet search.
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Figure 25 Even for a term as popular as "ice cream," Wikipedia is still listed in the top five entries.73

Similarly, other popular Wiki products focus on every-day usage items, such as Wiktionary, a

Wiki dictionary with over 296,330 entries.74 A dictionary is a common usage item for many

people, and again, these are real-time entries. Hard-cover dictionaries do not need to be

purchased annually to update any of the new or current words.

Other popular Wikis center on software, including the original Wiki, Ward's Wiki. These sites

are especially useful, as the software community spends much of its time online and expects to

73 Google. http://www.google.com/search?q=ice+cream. (2 October 2006)
7 Wiktionary. http://en.wiktionary.org/Wiki/MainPage. Last updated 20 October 2006. (20 October 2006).
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find resources there. While Ward's Wiki centered on patterns, many open source software

projects use Wikis for their documentation. Users of the software can edit the pages related to

any problems, tricks, or instructions they may discover throughout their own use.

While still not as popular as some of the other mainstream Wikis, Apache's Wiki has seen

different edits on its various software projects. Some people have added accompanying

graphics, as well as step-by-step instructions to implementing many of Apache's software

products."

Many of the most popular Wikis provide uses for people searching for general, useful content.

Sites such as Wikipedia, Wiktionary, and Lyricpedia (for retrieving song lyrics) top the list of

most popular Wikis (for the complete list, please see Appendix C).76

4.2.2 Center on a subject which evokes passion

As noted above, many of the more popular Wikis seem to focus on the mundane, useful parts of

life, such as encyclopedias and dictionaries. However, others can create a common ground for

those with a common interest, no matter how much of a niche the interest may seem. It can be

hard to divine which subjects evoke more passion. While some may seem fairly obvious,

pockets of passionate users exist throughout various communities. Some sites evoke passion

from their users, who respond by filling the site with information.

75 "Apache Wiki: Recent Changes." http://Wiki.apache.org/general/. Last updated 3 October 2006 (5 October
2006).
76 List of Largest Wikis. http://meta.wikimedia.org/Wiki/List-of largestWikis. Last updated 15 October 2006.
(22 October 2006).
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MainSideBar (eAW Main / Recent Changes

Hoe Page Printable View

WikSandox R rapePage History

Prads&Ganesh EditPage

Prticigate VWelcome to the Technology and Social Action Wiki
Trento, Italy, tA August

Themes Tecimology and Social Action is a project to foster dialogue and collaboration between activists in social movements, voluntary
Free (Lbre) Open-Source and community organisations and technology designers. It is funded under the Designun for the 21st Century initiative of the Arts and
Software Humanities Research Council and the Entneering and Physical Science Research Council.
Storytelling andSocial
Action
Evaluation and Leamin We are committed to supporting networks exploring effective ways of designing and using technology to support social action,
Open Documentary and of ensuring that technological innovation responds to social priorities.

Common Threads The project is co-ordinating face-to-face meetings and on-line dialogues during 2005. These dialogues seek to identify key issues

Mapping Research facing social actors using technology, and examine how designers can contribute.
Research Methods
Learning versus Previous events
Knowledge
Design and Use

The first event was a workshop at Leeds Metropolitan University on the 21st / 22nd of March. It was intended to open a dialogue

Backaround between academics and practitioners, to identify key themes for Technology and Social Action.
Resources

Reports from external The second event took place at Sheffield Hallam University on 20th and 21st June. It took forward three themes to galvanise the

RevdResearchPrsiects efforts ofthose involved in the cluster. These themes are
Example TSA Projects * Free/Libre Open Source Software
UsefulResources * Storytelling and Social Action
Related Events * Evaluation & Learing

AotM tIe o Following on from the work at Leeds and Sheffield, we are holding a firther, 1-day, workshop on the theme of Evaluation &

Figure 26 The Technology and Social Action Wiki provides a place for those involved with social movements

to collaborate and discuss. 77

Realistically, an assumption that there is only room for a limited number of large-scale Wikis

cannot be far from the truth. As such, creators of new Wiki sites may want to center on topics

which have passionate communities, such as travel, conspiracy theories, or pets. For now, the

most successful Wikis are those with broad-based interests, but going forward, the smaller

communities should be ready to gain in space.

7 "Welcome to Technololgy and Social Action Wiki." http://otho.cms.shu.ac.uk/pmwiki/pmwiki.php. Last updated
13 December 2005. (6 October 2006).
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4.2.3 Establish credibility within the community

As noted repeatedly, arguably the most important aspect of a community site is the community.

To gain respect within this community, the owner of a community-type company should do his

or her best to blend into and to better the social network surrounding the subject matter of the

site.

Having a subject matter which inspires passion in users is indeed a good way to draw people to a

site. Similarly, these passionate users may not like someone using their passion to make money.

For example, a stamp collector may not appreciate a site which merely haphazardly links to

advertisements for stamp-related products. Rather, the site owner should take care to show that

the company is aware of trends in the industry as well as of other sites or information

repositories surrounding the hobby.

The site owner or representative can also log into various related communities, such as chat

rooms centered on the topic. By proving knowledge by answering forum questions or

participating in group topics, the site representative can build a positive reputation for the

company. Participating in user communities outside of his or her own site can also create

valuable links to the site which may be followed both by fellow community members as well as

by search engine spiders, thereby increasing the company's page rank and indexability.
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dit]

Figure 27 This Wiki site provides a place for those who want to build an ecovillage to discuss their plans.78

4.2.4 Make the site inviting

For one web site, the key to getting more writers was to change their interface. At first, the site

did not have a slick, Web 2.0-type interface. Instead, the site was difficult to navigate with only

a text "edit" to alert the user that the content was indeed editable.

78 "Welcome to Ecoreality." http://www.ecoreality.org/Wiki/MainPage. Last updated 28 September 2006. (6
October 2006).
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After a change to a more modem interface, edits skyrocketed. The week previous to the change,

the site had had two original posts. The week following, there were nine, then 16 in the next

week.

Unfortunately, this success came at a cost to the revenue model. Users were so intrigued by the

tabs that they neglected to click through on ads embedded on the site. Ironically, improvements

to the look and feel of the site had been a deterrent to writing rather than an attraction to it.

Any change to the site should be made carefully. The value of an aesthetically pleasing site

should not be undervalued. However, if this change is going to come at the expense of a drop in

revenue, the change should be made carefully, with a constant eye toward the bottom line. Of

course, one must keep in mind that community support is tightly coupled with the site's revenue,

and with fewer customers to the site, it will lose money, regardless of the slick look and feel.

4.2.5 Avoid barriers to entry as possible

Some aspects to a site should be avoided when possible. For example, a large barrier to entry for

getting people to start writing on a Wiki can be login. As noted in the Technology chapter,

registration is a useful tool for improving security on a site. However, this same tool for

deterring vandalism or corruption can also deter legitimate writers. Many site owners believe

that what they gain from a robust, reliable site containing good content is worth the occasional

loss of a contributor, care should be taken and studies completed before any extra hurdles are put

before potential writers.
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While many security models can help to improve the overall quality of a site, any possible data

collection should be conducted to ensure that the best model is employed for each site. As noted

earlier, Wikipedia found the required login too large of a barrier to entry to maintain. They

eventually took down the required login and saw a vast improvement in the number of hits and

edits they were getting.7 9

4.3 Encouraging an active writing community

In an article called "Why it's not a Wiki world....Yet," Stanford Masters candidate Andy

Szybalaski wrote, "There is no instant gratification to be found in starting a Wiki; in fact, even

new Wikis started by the high-profile Wikimedia Foundation, such as Wikinews, are slow to

become useful." 0

Indeed, a large problem for any Wiki business is gaining customers, particularly customers who

will actively contribute to the site. In addition to the problems faced by typical software

companies, a Wiki business must deal with the additional problem of getting people to start

writing on their sites.

The problem of getting people to start writing and authoring Wiki entries is a difficult one

indeed. Oftentimes, behavior may seem random. In a poll conducted for this thesis, only 37.1%

79 Timothy, "The Early History of Nupedia and Wikipedia, Part Two," Slashdot. 19 April 2005.
http://features.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=05/04/19/1 746205&tid=95.
80 Szylabaski, 8.
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out of 116 respondents had ever edited a Wiki,81 even though 86% considered themselves to be

technologically savvy. Further, only 69.9% of those surveyed cited a reason why they might

contribute in the future.

The chicken-and-egg problem surrounding a site such as a Wiki is that people will not visit until

there is content available, and without visitors, there are few ways to input content. Having

original content on a site can pay huge dividends in terms of attracting search site crawlers. 2 To

get around this, business owners may have to "seed" the Wiki by entering content themselves.

The minimal cost paid to getting someone to post content can be offset through gains reaped in

advertising on other parts of the site. There are a variety of ways to entice people to start writing

for a site, and several of these will be discussed below.

4.3.1 Advertise the need for content

On most Wikis, there is a page specifically for those who would like to get involved. On this

page is a consolidated list of links to articles which need to be cleaned up, deleted, or expanded.

Those who want to get involved with the site can come to these pages, find a task, execute on

that task, and start building an online reputation.

81 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
82 "Search Engine Optimization." http://forums.devshed.com/search-engine-optimization-108/content-is-king-

217484.html. Last edited October 2004.
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" Main Page
" The Stick
" H*R.com updates
" Strong Bad Email
" Recent changes
" Random page j
" Help
" Donations

Ga Search 4

" What links here
" Related changes
" Upload file
a Special pages
" Printable version
" Permanent link

externat lnks--
o t' Official site

" Forum
" Fanstuff
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" User's guide

These are ongoing projects that will probably never reach a "completed" stage. Since content is always being added to
the Homestar Runner site and new wiki pages are always being created, we will always be cleaning up our wiki. If you
consider yourself a WikiGnome, these are the projects for you. Also see Category: Articles needing cleanup for articles that
have been flagged for revision and updating.

Contents [hide]

1 General Cleanup
2 Disambiguation Pages with links
3 Dead End Pages, Orphaned Pages, etc.
4 Merge and Redirect
5 Pages Needing Deletion
6 List of common misspellings

General Cleanup
[edlit]

If you find an article in need of some work and are either unsure how to proceed or would like some help fixing it up, add
the template {{cleanup}} to the beginning of the article to flag it for future edits. Also add a comment to the talk page
indicating what you believe should be done. The Category: Articles needing cleanup will be updated automatically.

Disambiguation Pages with links [edit)

Ideally nothing should link to a disambiguation page. Using the "What links here" feature, you can determine if any article
in the Category:Disambiguation has unneeded links. Links should be edited to go to the appropriate article.

Dead End Pages, Orphaned Pages, etc. [edit)

There are a number of pages on the "Special Pages" list that are useful tools to keep the wiki in tip-top condition.

" Orphans: Pages that are not linked to by any other page (note: ideally, disambig pages should be orphaned)

" Dead End Pages: Pages that do not link to any other page
" Wanted Pages: Requested pages that do not exist yet

Before creating a new page, check that a suitable page does not already exist.

Merge and Redirect [edit]

Sometimes multiple pages are created for the same thing. If you find multiple pages that need merging, Put the {{merge}}

Figure 28 Cleanup page for HomestarRunner Wiki.8

These pages are good for getting newcomers to the site involved. However, for a blossoming

site, all of its pages may need content but not all pages can be listed on these as "needing

content." To get content on these pages, it may sometimes be necessary to hire writers or use

creative ways to attract people to write.

83 "HomestarRunner: Cleanup." http://www.hrwiki.org/index.php/HRWiki:Cleanup. Last updated 26 August 2006.
(9 October 2006).
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Licensed under a Creativ)e Comnmons Attribution 2.5 License
lCommons Ltd. I UK Company Reg, No. 5398065 1 UK Chartty Reg. No. 1111577 1 Create an account or log in

Figure 29 A call to action. Note text which says, "This is your Wiki - feel free to build it.1"t

4.3.2 Be robust and reliable

Few things can deter potential users more than an unreliable canvas on which they must risk

creating their "art." When setting up a business which requires user input to succeed, care must

be taken in the configuration of servers and related technologies to ensure as much up time as

possible. If a user believes he or she cannot depend on his or her input being available whenever

needed, the business can lose this user: the user does not want to see hard work immediately lost.

84 "The Open Business Model Project." iCommons.
http://Wiki.icommons.org/index.php/%E2%80%98TheOpenBusinessModelProject:_call-for-partners
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Geoffrey Moore discussed this "whole product solution" in his book, Crossing the Chasm. He

notes that software firms must offer reliable and robust products to customers in order to gain a

wide audience.85 While this type of rule is applicable to most businesses, in Wikis and other

web-related technologies, this is of utmost importance: there are many alternatives to these sites,

and users will not usually give multiple chances to websites with failures. Notes For Use, a

website familiar with enhancing the user experience:

From a design standpoint it is especially important to understand how readily
Web site visitors can shift among roles. The transitions from one role to another
need to be considered and managed if possible. The fact that the user can so
easily and quickly abandon a site to go to the competition or another resource
needs to be taken into account. It can be of great importance if and when a
Frustrated-Product-Installer switches roles to become an Interested-Add-On-
Buyer or a Disgruntled-Email-Help-Seeker."

This thought holds doubly true for a site such as a Wiki in which those visiting the site can

potentially become active contributors to it. An article by GUI blooper purveyor Jeff Johnson

further emphasizes the need to have a good, reliable site:

Web users are even less tolerant of services that are hard to use. Why struggle,
when there are several dozen (or several hundred) other sites offering the same
thing for less hassle? We'll just hit "Back" and go somewhere else."

Because of the explosiveness of technology online, the site owners must be extremely careful to

defme and enforce a positive user experience. If not, users may abandon the site for a more

robust one which poses little risk of lost data.

In addition, Wikis are dependent on users for more than simple advertising revenue. A Wiki

needs to have an active community and disappointing even one member of the already

85 Moore, Geoffrey. Crossing the Chasm.
86 "For Use FAQ." http://www.foruse.com/questions/index.htm. Last updated: 2003.
87 Danino, Nicky. "Interview: Jeff Johnson of GUI Bloopers." Sitepoint. 30 April 2002.
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established community outside of the Wiki can have negative consequences. Any lost user could

have been the one that would someday become a lead writer or review, or even a site

administrator.

All saves must be done without issue, and the site must be available as often as possible. When

the editable site is taken down for any reason, a placeholder must be arranged, even if the content

is not able to be edited. Content must be available at all times.

CO q~ dhttp:/www.wikindex.comlCategory:ret~eature -- x~ae~ C

content
a welcom ]
" RecentChanges
N Community Porta
" WikiNode
N Wiki Lists
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" Random page

search

toolbox
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* Related changes
" Upload file

" Special pages
" Printable version
" Permanent min

SharePoint User

Manage SharePoint
Users Across your
WSS or Portal Farm
Seamlessly
ewnbasaoudatl oIs.em

______________________- aLog in fcreate accoit

categor dicsso 6, str
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Figure 30 This Wiki page focuses in on user-chosen Wiki sites which have "Great Features. 8

88 "Great Features." http://www.wikiindex.com/Category:GreatFeature. Last updated 17 May 2006. (6 October
2006).
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4.3.3 Perceived reward: Work recognition

Now that a user has found a site which fits a need and is robust and reliable, the Wiki business

should find a way to reward this user for his or her participation. One type of perceived reward

is the recognition of a user's community involvement. Users can get "karma," or points, for each

entry they contribute. This karma can be varied depending on amount written or on votes given

by other community members for a positive contribution.

A hall of fame or constant contributor area can be set up and maintained to point out the best

contributors in the community. Wikipedia recognizes articles as "featured articles." Writers of

these articles can be seen by looking at the history pages.
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completeness, and style according to our featured article criteria. a Featured portals

At present, there are 1155 featured articles, of a total of 1,491 813 articles on Featured article tools:
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Contents
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[edit]Art, architecture, and archaeology

Felice Beato - Belton House - Matthew Brettingham - Buckingham Palace -Buddhist art - Cathedral of Magdeburg Salvador Dalfi
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Michigan State Capitol - Henry Moore - Sylvanus Morley - Benjamin Mountfort - Oxyrhynchus - Palace of Westminster -Palazzo Pitti

Figure 31 Wikipedia's featured articles89

Sondra Crane, a 76-year-old woman living in Florida, talked about contributing content to the

wikiHow Wiki site on topics such as cooking a pot roast: "'I've been writing all my life and I

always wanted to have my name known," she said. "I'd like to get paid - I put a lot of hours in.

But it's nice to know that people are being helped."' 90 Contributors such as Crane seem to enjoy

helping others, but also want to have name recognition, if only by a screen name. While what

they may see as the good deed of helping others may not be rewarded with monetary

89 "Featured Articles." http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia:Featuredarticles. Last updated 18 October 2006.
(18 October 2006).
90 Levine, Robert. "New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model. The New York Times. Section C, page 1,
column 6. 4 September 2006.
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compensation, they can achieve a positive online reputation and karma through an association of

their names with their content.

4.3.4 Pay them

If users are not getting to the site by themselves or are not happy by merely receiving karma

points for their work, a Wiki business may be able to entice them with money. Writers can

always be paid to write. One option to seeding a Wiki is to hire writers at a lower cost, then put

them to work writing about the subject matter. The hiring of writers can be done for little or no

investment. Communities such as Craigslist allow free job postings.9 Job postings found there

ranged in salary from around $7.50/hour to $30 an hour for writers.92 Depending on the

throughput of the writers and the site's current revenue levels, the writing can provide large

return for low investment. No longer will visitors be faced with an empty entry, but a more

legitimate, longer stub from which they can grow their content.

There are some caveats accompanying this method. The first is that all writers have a distinct

style, and if users detect that one person is being made to write extensive content, it may be off-

putting for the community. Second and more importantly, having a professional writer seed a

Wiki can intimidate others into not posting their own content. As previously noted, mistakes

can attract edits." A user may be hesitant to edit a seemingly "perfect" article. I like to call this

the "Karaoke Effect." When doing karaoke, few want to follow professional-quality singers.

91 "About Craigslist." http://www.craigslist.org/about. (16 October 2006).
92 http://boston.craigslist.org/writing.

93 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
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However, if there is a bad singer, the line follow can grow rapidly. Similarly, while a

professionally-written Wiki article may be good to read, it may cause other, well-intentioned

users to avoid editing it for fear of destroying the high quality of content already in existence.

Another alternative found throughout business but applicable in Wikis as well is to have a

contest. Users can be required to register, then entered into a drawing for each Wiki edit made.

Edits can be required to be of a certain length or quality, but in truth, the business just needs

users on the site. The possibility of a $100 or so prize can encourage hundred of people to write

original content, possibly for less than that paid as an hourly wage. Sites such as TreoCentral

have employed contents to encourages users to contribute. Noted a blogger on TreoCentral:

"Many thanks to every user who contributed to the TreoCentral Wiki during our TreoCentral

Wiki Contest! Literally every edit I saw was beneficial and helped make it more informative,

organized, just plain better."94

Paying for the initial seeding of content may pay large dividends as search engine crawlers such

as Google's or Yahoo's discover more original content on sites and continue to offer more links

to them through their search engines.

4.3.5 Monitor the site

A Wiki site needs to be monitored to be successful. While some community policing may exist,

if the site's goal is to create revenue, the site or business owner must be prepared to monitor the

94 "TreoCentral Wiki Contest Winners." http://www.treocentral.com/content/Stories/913-1.htm. 20 September
2006.
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content. As noted in the technology chapter, this can be done in a number of ways, including

internal bots crawling for inappropriate content or email alerts referring to new entries.

Site owners can use "Recent Changes" pages to monitor what pages have been changed, and

what these changes have been. Monitoring the site requires vigilance, especially in the early

stages, as someone bent on destroying the site can do damage in a short amount of time. While it

is not usually difficult to revert pages, having the vandalism on the site can be embarrassing and

may cause customers to not return if they visit during that time.
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Figure 32 Recent changes pages on the Sons of Sam Horn Wiki. 95 The site owner might want to start his or

her monitoring of this Red Sox fan site with the change to the article on Yankee Derek Jeter.;)

4.3.6 Simple corrections

Minor edits can entice contributors to begin to edit pages. In a survey conducted for this thesis,

of those that had edited a Wiki, 34.3% had done so to correct an error in fact, grammar, or

spelling.96 These types of edits are generally minor and quick, making it easy for someone to log

in, correct the error, and see the results immediately.

95 "Recent Changes." Sons of Sam Horn. http://www.sonsofsamhorn.net/Wiki/index.php/Special:Recentchanges.
Last edited 22 October 2006. (22 October 2006).
96 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272 4 3 5 6 73 . Survey closed 25 October 2006.
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While this may seem like an enticing means of attracting users to edit Wikis, errors can give the

Wiki a less professional appearance. Intentional errors such as minor misspellings could cause

the Wiki to lose its credibility as an area where knowledge is shared. While these edits are

beneficial to the quality of the content, they do not necessarily expand the quantity.

When using the tactic of minor error correction, the hope is that those that made these fixes will

feel encouraged to continue doing good for the community. In addition, if login is required,

these users may be more likely to come back in order to build an online reputation.97

4.3.7 Do not over-monitor the site

When first conceived, Wikipedia (then "Nupedia") entries would go through a rigorous editing

process. However, after a year, only two dozen articles had been entered.98 Success was far

from immediate, but grew quickly once better established: "After 20 days, the site had over 600

articles; six months later, it had 6,000; by year's end, it totaled 20,000 articles in a plethora of

languages." 99

Once the Larry Sanger and Jimmy Wales, the co-founders of Wikipedia, began to let the entries

grow more freely, they grew more quickly indeed. The process was not slowed by the rigorous

edits imposed by Nupedia's structure. Rather, the articles grew freely as people added and

edited them without the slowing process of being professionally edited and approved before

release.

97 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
98 "Open Source Business: Open, but not As Usual."
http://www.economist.com/business/displaystory.cf?story id=5624944. 16 March 2006.
99 "Open Source Business: Open, but not As Usual."
http://www.economist.com/business/displaystory.cfin?storyid=5624944. 16 March 2006.
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When running a Wiki site today, these same lessons should be applied. Be sure to keep an eye

on the site to monitor content quality, but do not get so caught up in the minor problems of the

site that it cannot grow organically. As noted, typographical errors can be fixed by users and

may even help win users. Let the community take care for some of the cleaning, and concentrate

on making the Wiki stronger and more robust.

4.3.8 Simple questions

Another less-than-professional-appearing technique is to ask questions within the body of the

Wiki. This was previously mentioned in the community section on people not understanding

how a Wiki works or what it is.

As an experiment, I inserted a question into the body of a Wiki entry I wrote about a Ford

Mustang.' The question was not directly answered, but the entry did receive a large edit,

providing excellent information on the car. I continue to monitor this page to see if anybody has

answered the question. I believe this technique should be used sparingly. Too many questions

on a Wiki can give it the appearance of a forum, chat room, or similar asynchronous community

site.

100 "1986 Ford Mustang." http://cargurus.com/Cars/Overview-c3703-1986-Mustang-Overview.html. (15 September
2006).
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4.3.9 Keep trying new tactics

One page on CarGurus.com which received almost immediate edits was the 1968 Corvette page.

The content on this page began, "Continuing its apparent quest to honor cartilaginous fish, the

1968 Chevrolet Corvette was a close relative of Chevrolet's "Mako Shark" concept car created by

Larry Shinoda. This popular Sting Ray Corvette featured a complete redesign; as the sales

brochure said, "all different all over," and went on to discuss the features of the Corvette in

comparison to a shark: "Like a shark, the '68 Corvette was muscular and aerodynamic in external

design. It also appeared to have no eyelashes, with wipers that were hidden from view when not

in use. Also like a shark, it was scary powerful. (Okay, no more shark analogies, I promise.)" 01

While many other entries on this site floundered, the 1968 flourished, eventually covering over

four times the typical entry on the site."02

This entry was meant to sound more fun than typical entries. The less professional-sounding

animal metaphor may have encouraged others to write and join the fun.

4.4 Creating a sustainable business

Assuming that the site has an active audience, there are a few different ways to earn money from

such a site, including advertising, partnerships, and user fees.

While Wikis in general are still struggling, there is one clear success story in terms of user

privation: Wikipedia. However, Wikipedia's goal is not to make money. On its own pages,

101 "1968 Corvette." http://www.cargurus.com/Cars/Overview-c443-1968-Corvette.html. Last updated 2006. (9
October 2006).
102 "1968 Corvette." http://www.cargurus.com/Cars/Overview-c443-1968-Corvette.html. Last updated 2006. (9
October 2006).
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Wikipedia states it is "a non-profit organization with the goal of providing free knowledge to

every person in the world."' 3 Instead, donations are requested for the sole purpose of site

upkeep, including server acquisition and maintenance. Money is donated to Wikipedia's parent,

Wikimedia, which distributes it among its free websites, including Wikiquote, Wikibooks,

Wikipedia, and Wiktionary.'04

of@ http://wwclmediafouindationorg/rlklFuridralsng 0e'o jCic - a
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Fundraising
From the Wikimedia Foundation
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Imagine a world in which every person has free access
to the sum of all human knowledge. That's what we're doing.

And we need your help.

The Wikimedia Foundation Inc. is a non-profit organization with the
goal of providing free knowledge to every person in the world. Meeting
this goal through the maintenance, development and distribution of free
content, Wikimedia relies on public donations to run its wiki-based
projects.

Wikimedia provides computing and network resources to create and
distribute many reference works including Wikipedia 9, Wiktionary E,

Wikiquote 9, Wikibooks , Wikinewis 9, Wikisource 0 and the
Wikimedia Commons 9. The content of these projects is provided to
the public free of charge.

How your donation will help

All of our sites are free from advertisements. Visitors are not charged
to edit, read or use our content. We rely entirely on donations to fund
our projects. Our unprecedented growth in traffic and content requires

Help empower the world with free knowledge!

One time gift of L__ S79 S

Public comment
(200 characters max)

Public donor list O List my name
SList anonymously

Tax-deductibility of donations - Other donation methods
You can also donate monthly or yearly

regular hardware d updates to prevent outages without sacrificing functionality. Other outgoings include bandwidth costs, rackspace within a
colocation center, purchase of Wikimedia's domain names, sponsorship of specific software development tasks, and, occasionally, travel
expenses.

See Budget/2005 for our latest budget, which details where the money will go, and meta:Wikimedia servers/hardware orders for details of the
hardware we ordered after our last fundraising drive.

The Wikimedia Foundation also requires funding to continue its pioneering role in exploring the field of collaborative content creation. In
addition, we are pursuing grants to fund the packaging and distribution of Wikimedia content to places that do not have access to the Internet.
Every donation can make a big difference. If you have any questions regarding donations or the Wikimedia Foundation, please contact us.

Figure 33 Wikipedia's fundraising page, featuring the donation box.' 05

103 "Fundraising." Wikipedia. http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Fundraising.
October 2006).
104 "Fundraising." Wikipedia. http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Fundraising.

October 2006).
105 "Fundraising." Wikipedia. http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Fundraising.
October 2006).
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The majority of these donations are raised during fundraising periods, which occur three or four

times a year.106 Grants from corporations are also used to fund Wikimedia's various projects.

4.4.1 Advertising

In a discussion of not charging for access to web sites, Internet technology article author Laurie

Sullivan notes, "The goal is to leverage advertiser support in order to keep the service free and

remove barriers for adoption."0 7 Through actions such as these, the payment for the upkeep of

the site may remain out of the users' view. They use the site and click through to advertisements

when the content of these commercials is applicable to them. They do not have to go out of their

way to support the site, as they advertisements should be targeted to the users and should appear

as a benefit to the user in the form of additional sources for related information.

Purposely assuming an opposite point of view in a forum on business models for Wiki, one

poster took a sarcastic look at one faction of users' views on earning money from Wikis:

What ever fly little concept you dream up, if you try to float it as a Wiki, people
with way too much time on their hands and a permanent indignant streak, will
brand you a whore to The Man, and a complete rip-offfor running banner ads or
Google ads or whatever. You should be doing it for free, didn't you know? Or
maybe flat American beer. But you certainly shouldn't be trying to make a living
on other people's labor, swine. I say if you're a masochist, rock on dude. Rock
on... 10

This user makes light of the sometimes self-righteous attitude found among a community of

people who may be used to getting services free of charge. He reflects a common belief: that the

106 "Yahoo Answers: How does Wikipedia make money?"
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=1006040210318. Last updated March 2006. (30 October 2006).
107 Sullivan, Laurie. "Blue Nile Cofounder Wades into Wikis." TechWeb. 9 August 2006.
108 "Wiki, as a business model?" http://forums.devshed.com/business-help-92/Wiki-as-a-business-model-

336005.html. Comment updated April 2005. (2 October 2006).
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sudden appearance of advertisements can "cheapen" the look of the Wiki, and scare off a

community who now think (or know) that the site is just for profit.

One respondent to the survey conducted for this thesis noted that she had started running ads on

her blog. She received many complaints about them, as readers thought she may have been

altering the content of her blog to get better or more ads from Google AdSense.109 She

eventually felt pressured into taking them down. Other bloggers have left their advertisements

up on their blogs, despite "capitalization" accusations.
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Figure 34 Wikia page showing subtler Google ads in right margin.110

109 Davidi, Ilana. "SurveyMonkey: Web 2.0 Contributions."
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=833272435673. Survey closed 25 October 2006.
110 "Image: COTM.jpg. htp://www.wikia.com/Wiki/Image:COTM.jpg. (2 October 2006).
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As for the model of earning money from advertising, there are several different means through

which this can be accomplished. Among the more commonly used advertising methods is

Google AdSense. Google AdSense provides a very simple means for any company or individual

to start using Google Ads. The company or individual need only start an account on Google,

then insert generated scripts into the pages of the site. Google AdSense matches advertising to

content contained on the site through the same type of tools it uses to crawl pages.

There are several other companies that provide the same type of service as Google AdSense.

Internet giants such as Yahoo and Microsoft have both tried to get into this business, though

neither has been particularly successful."' Competitors such as Chitika, Azoogle, AdEngage,

Adbrite, and many more provide easy-to-install advertising." 2

A product called "IntelliTXT" links page content automatically to target advertising. Unlike

Google AdSense and many of the similar products, it puts advertising directly into the body of

the page." 3 While IntelliTXT may blend more seamlessly into pages, there are several tools

available while will disarm the required JavaScript on these pages, and render the advertising

useless to anyone who has the new tools installed.

1 "Mirosoft to Bow Google AdSense Competitor."
http://www.marketingvox.com/archives/2005/03/15/microsofttobow-google-adwordscompetitor/index.php?rssl
. 15 March 2005.
12 "AdSense Alternatives." http://www.v7n.com/forums/google-forum/28009-adsense-alternative.html. Last

update 21 April 2006. (22 October 2006).
IntelliTXT. http://www.intellitxt.com/.
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Figure 35 Example of IntelhiTXT on IntelliTXT own page.'

Lastly, sites can solicit their own advertisements. Some sites choose to maintain a large

company advertising presence, such as Google AdSense, while simultaneously soliciting

individual advertisers. Although getting individual advertisers to pay to show their

advertisements on a web site may be more time-consuming to set up, the returns will be larger,

as the proceeds will not need to be shared with Google, and because the advertiser may be

willing to pay a premium to appear on a site which he or she believes will send targeted business.

114 IntelliTXT - Eidos Case Study. http://www.intellitxt.com/casestudyeidos.html. Vibrant Media, 2006.
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re-invigorating the marketplace of ideas

It is increasingly difficult for the average person today to participate in shaping the public agenda. Most policy initiatives
are drafted in back-rooms with only a few individuals providing nearly all the input; the public is rarely involved in this
process. Add to that, television, radio and print media have become accessible largely in only one direction, with little
iteractivity or opportunity for everyday citizens to contribute ideas.

In contrast, more pertfect offers an open public forum where everyone is a potential contributor and participants create
their own content. By focusing on the written word instead of the 20-second sound bite and enabling anyone to
contribute to the public discourse, more perfect offers a unique opportunity to re-invigorate the marketplace of ideas
originally envisioned by our founding fathers. more perfect puts collaboration front and center - the technology takes a
back seat to the content and the public discourse that develop around it.

real-world experience

more perfect was born out of the firsthand experience of its founders, who have been directly involved in the formulation
of local and state-wide legislation and public policy for more than a decade. Frustrated with the limitations of the
traditional approach to policy development, more perfect's founders set out to develop a model for collaboration that
avoids a time consuming, costly and often ineffective public outreach process, and that would involve more people and
re-invigorate the market of ideas.

what more perfect is and is not

more perfect is only a tool. A powerful medium to be sure, but a tool nonetheless. It is not intended to replace, or
even displace, existing institutions or legislative processes.

m more perfect is non-binding. Nothing posted on more perfect is intended to be binding upon our existing legislative
processes. It is instead an open forum where the public can share and collaborate alongside others in shaping the
public agenda.

a more perfect is not just a digital grassroots effort. To achieve its full potential, more perfect operates in a open,

Figure 36 Google ads on moreperfect.org. They appear on the left-hand side of the page. It also requests

that those interested in advertising directly click through to a form to begin to do so.

4.4.2 Partnerships

A common practice in the software business-as well as most types of business throughout the

world-is partnership. This type of model can allow the Wiki to be specialized or centered on

one topic, while providing its customers with access to a number of services provided by

partners." 5

115 Cusumano, Michael. The Software Business. Free Press, New York, NY. 2004. pp 250-257.
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For example, a Wiki site focused on hotels may not want the added burden of having to manage

a number of pages about air travel to these destinations or about activities in which people can

participate once they arrive. The owner of this hotel Wiki may decide to partner with providers

of the other services in order to concentrate on being the best at the hotel Wiki description

service.

The two sites may do as little as provide specialized links to one another. They may work out a

revenue sharing program by which money earned through purchases made by those who click on

the partner link are shared. If both sites are participating in advertising programs, this money

would be divided between the two sites.

About Us Affiliate with Us Add your Hotel Promote with Us Group Travel Travel Agents Privacy Carveers Temis oF Use Price Guarantee Site Map Hotel Directory

Partner Sites: City Search Evite HSN Ticket Master Lending Tree RealEstate.com Match.com ZemDegrees Entettainment.com UveDaily Expedia Hotwire THD Advisor
Vacation5pot.com TravelNow.com Oriando.com ClassicVacation.com

Hotecl rn 'ndes dscun~t, [a," minfite holdel aLi nd rese.-vtions wdrtjlg iotels For specia efent and rtes flot zold wult es Sdc Wrm~YH~e~ e~H~j~ ~i~3~el~ Lonon Hotels ison s, nn t -, (2hkec Ho. )do Hotels Patis Hotel, Boon Hotels. Washingon DC h(r~ot
Vacation Rentals, Latin Ameica Hotel iHotels Hotels(es) Hotelsilt Hoeksino), Hoteis;se Hotekdk Hortvkl Hctel(nlL. Ho kuk. HeotekfdeL H oteisieb
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Figure 37 Partner sites listed at Hotels.com (a non-Wild, Internet commerce site) 16

This partnering can increase traffic, thereby increasing the potential for content to be contributed

to the site.

4.4.3 User fee/Subscription

While it would be difficult to run a successful site off of user fees or subscriptions alone, the

subscription business model has survived for years in such businesses as magazine publishing

and can be applied in conjunction with other revenue streams. The subscription model can entice

116 Hotels. http://www.hotels.com. (22 October 2006).
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customers with the promise of endless availability." 7 It also promises the company at least some

level of user commitment.

However, it does not guarantee that these users will help to strengthen the community by

contributing to the Wiki. Furthermore, if the subscription fee is applied site-wide, it could deter

users who would be contributors. The use of a subscription for premium pages in the site could

be a divisive factor, and may not be the best model to apply to a Wiki business.

4.4.4 Acquisition

The final business model this thesis will examine is acquisition. Recently, the video server

YouTube was acquired by Google for $1.65 billion.' 8 Before being acquired, YouTube's

business plan baffled many. Wrote MediaShift blogger Mark Glazer:

But the enigma is how YouTube will profit on its own spectacular popularity.
Julie Supan, senior director of marketing for YouTube, said the site now serves up
35 million videos per day, and users upload 35,000 videos per day, with 100
million page views per day. These are massive numbers for a site that's not even a
year old yet.

But so far, the only hint of a way this startup will make money is by making deals
with media companies such as MTV2 and E! Entertainment Television to help
promote their offerings with video clips."'

117 "Subscription Business Model." BookRag. http://www.bookrags.com/Wiki/Subscriptionbusinessmodel (2
October 2006).
118 Arrington, Michael. "Google Has Acquired YouTube." TechCrunch
http://www.techcrunch.com/2006/10/09/google-has-acquired-youtube/, 9 October 2006.
119 Glaser, Mark. "YouTube Ceo Hails 'Birth of a New Chip Culture."' MediaShift.
http://www.pbs.org/mediashift/2006/04/diggingdeeperyoutubeceohail.html 4 April 2006.
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This type of model has become increasingly popular in a world where a few businesses-

specifically Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft-have most of the dollars. Many companies try to

build something that will build "buzz" and wait to be acquired.

These types of sites can be funded by venture capital money before being acquired. VC money

can dilute the pool of shares owned by those who run or originally invested in the site, so it may

not be a desirable source of funding for many. However, if the correct VC's are chosen, they can

contribute not only money, but advice as well. While the venture capitalists now have a say in

decisions made, the site has funding to get them through to whatever the next step may be.

Some sites are started and privately funded by serial entrepreneurs. These business-savvy

individuals or teams take their money from successful startups from the past and reapply it to a

new venture. Like VC's, they come with a background of making sites successful or even what

makes them fail; often knowing why a venture in the past has failed can be more valuable than a

site which was immediately successful.

Of the sites that have been successful with this model, TripAdvisor is most similar to a Wiki site,

as it consists almost entirely of user-written content. TripAdvisor practiced careful Search

Engine Optimization to generate business for their site. With the number of visitors they would

get to their site, they were able to offer user reviews and opinions on hotels, flights, and

locations. They were acquired in May of 2004 by Expedia for $220 million, joining Harry
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Diller's travel conglomerate, InterActiveCorp."' The management team from the original site

split up, with two of them staying at TripAdvisor, and others deciding to part ways and try to

make other startups successful.

4.4.5 Establishing a "volunteer fire department"

The establishment of a "volunteer fire department" is an extremely important part of managing a

successful Wiki site. Many of the qualities of a good Wiki site already discussed can help to

make this challenge a reality.

If users come to value the site, depend on it, and use if frequently, they may step forward and

begin to take responsibility for the quality of content available on it. They can do this through

many of the means that we studied in the section on community: by deleting bad articles,

contributing major and minor Wiki edits, and be contributing content themselves.

To continue to encourage this squadron, site owners may give recognition to top contributors, or

make these top editors members of the team; they may be granted administrator-level access.

This type of permission grant is beneficial for both the volunteer and the site owner. For the

volunteer, it can help give him or her a positive reputation on the site and in the larger

community. For the site owner, it adds one more vested, knowledgeable party to the team.

120 "Big Miss: Mark Mahaney's Take (ESPE)," Seeking Alpha. http://ntemet.seekingalpha.com/article/10603. 15
May 2006.
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This type of recognition may be as simple as noting a user's participation next to this user's

screen name throughout the site. For example, most forums note user participation and give

accompanying titles to show which users are the more senior.

U# Q http:/jsonsofsamhorn.netindex php?shoopic= 11193 Go Q S

I guess we should break this off into Manny Off-Season thread, but Santana, Shields, and Aybar is a nice package, as Aybar is

SosH Member a legit short-stop with plus defense and plus speed. We're not getting Brandon Wood I don't think. Aybar isn't Brandon Wood,
but he's a true shortstop and I think would grealt benefit from the Sox focus on working counts compared to Anaheim's
reckless approach.

Posts: Ch441
From; Fails Church, VA

PedroKsBambino

SoSH Member

Posts? 8,569

Pumosle

D Aug 27 2006, 09i55 PM Post #7

Bonds' FA is going to be really interesting. Presumably, there's a short list of teams he is interested in playing for, and a short
list who are willing to deal with him at all.IBut...
He's going to be within shooting distance of Aaron, and he's still a 6 WARP hitter even considering playing time (so, he's
actually worth a bit more because someone is taking all the ABs he misses). Maybe he won't get $12 mil.. then again, there's
going to be some teams in on him, I think, even with the circus around him.

"Their place in the sporting pantheon is fixed; the St. Jude of sports, patron saint of lost athletic causes, their spirit will be summoned at the
bleakest of moments." Tom Verducci

D Aug 27 2006, 10:15 PM Post #8

SoSH Member

Postst 5,557
From: Maiden-on-Hudson,
NY,

Figure 38 Sons of Sam Horn forums. Member status is shown beneath their names. These are three very

senior members, with the "Dope" being short for "Dope that runs this site."'2 '

This type of acceptance into a community can create an atmosphere in which the user will want

to become fully vested and protective of the site. Rewarding participation on a Wiki can

121 "Sons of Sam Horn: Manny.... again." http://sonsofsamhorn.net/index.php?showtopic=1 1193. Last updated 28
August 2006. (22 October 2006).
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encourage the user to contribute more and to make sure that the quality of the site remains high,

as he or she has a desire to protect it and its content.

4.4.6 How do you know when to stop?

Many masterpieces have a stopping point; a point when even one more brush stroke can ruin a

work of art. Some believe that despite the fluid motion of a Wiki, such a time will arise.

Wikipedia, a Wiki whose popularity many others hope to achieve, had a large discussion about

freezing a "Wikipedia 1.0" version, having it reviewed by experts, then summarily copying to a

DVD.122

However, many Wikipedia administrators and contributors objected to this content freeze. One

noted, "Stable articles? A paper encyclopedia? Privileged editors? Is that what everyone did it

for?"123 Although some objected to this contributors theories as being more about the process

than the product, he represents the way many in a community may feel: the changeability of the

Wiki is in itself much of what makes the product great. All are equal in some Wikis; anyone can

change anything at any time. Noted another editor, "The beauty of Wiki is its openness - Wiki

is a dynamic process." 124

122 Sanger, Larry. "Why Wikipedia Must Jettison Its Anti-Elitism. " KuroShin. 31 Dec 2004.
http://www.kuroShin.org/story/2004/12/30/142458/25, 24 February 2004
123"Wikipedia Talk: Version 1.0 Editorial Team Objection Archive."
http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia-talk:Version_1.0_EditorialTeamobjectionsarchive 26 Nov 2004 (20
September 2006)
124 Wikipedia Talk: Version 1.0 Editorial Team Objection Archive."
http://en.wikipedia.org/Wiki/Wikipedia talk:Version 1.0_Editorial Team objectionsarchive 26 Nov 2004 (20
September 2006)
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

A new breed of sites is popping up now, although some experts expect none to reach the level of

Wikipedia.' Said Gil Penchina, the chief executive of Wikipedia, "'It feels to me like

Craigslist," he said. "It's a small business, but it's a good business and it makes a lot of people

happy."'12 6 This type of happiness is intrinsically linked to the three components of a

professional Wiki: technology, community, and business.

Originally conceived by Ward Cunningham for a site on design patterns, Wikis combine a

number of different technologies that were either created or made significant advances in the past

few years. Databases have become efficient enough to insert, retrieve, and update rows of large

content in seconds. Memory has become inexpensive to store this data and to run the business

logic necessary to deliver it quickly, efficiently, and correctly to the user. Front-end processes

have advanced to allow for wrapping and translation of content from a Wiki-specific markup

language into one which is viewable in a pleasing form by users. The layering of these

technologies is called the model-view-controller pattern; fittingly, a pattern which appears on the

site containing the earliest Wikis, the WardsWiki.

The community aspect has developed into an important part of what we know as the Internet

today. Although the creator of the Internet-enabling Hypertext, Sir Tim Berners-Lee, originally

conceived the Internet as a collaboration tool, it took many different communities to turn it into

125 Levine, Robert. "New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model. The New York Times. Section C, page 1,
column 6. 4 September 2006.
126 Levine Levine, Robert. "New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model. The New York Times. Section C, page
1, column 6. 4 September 2006.
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such. The Open Source community and the collaborative attitude it fostered were key elements

in the process of getting random people to work toward a common goal, whether they did it for

their own self-satisfaction, for the community, or to build a positive online reputation. Sites such

as Epinions and TripAdvisor gave those that wanted to contribute opinions outlets for doing so.

Wikipedia took a different tact, asking users to contribute factual rather than opinionated content,

and giving them a place to share their knowledge.

The last component is the discovery and application of business models. While there is great

potential in these models, this is the area in which Wikis fall short. Many different types of sites

have been successful using models such as subscription, donations, acquisition, or advertising.

These models have been applied to sites such as YouTube, TripAdvisor, Adobe, and many

others, but not yet to an exclusively Wiki-based site. The most popular Wiki, Wikipedia, is

strictly donation-based. The goal of Wikipedia has not been to earn money, but to create an

online encyclopedia. As of yet, there is still no one clear business model that seems to be able to

make Wikis succeed.

When I started this thesis, I believed that I would be able to find a clear-cut way for companies to

center businesses on Wikis. Although I found some encouraging data, such as the article on

Wiki business models in the New York Times, it seems like it may still be too early for Wikis to

succeed in the mainstream. The site I created for this thesis, http://www.writemythesis.com, was

untouched by anyone other than myself I had hoped that people would want to play with the

technology, and contribute small edits, but this did not happen. Given more time, I would

perhaps appeal to a larger audience and try to take out advertising on Google to direct people

there. However, I had hoped that word of mouth would be enough to get this effort started.
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In discussions I have had about why people do not seem to want to edit Wiki content, a popular

reason is the impression of the sanctity of the written word. Contributing an opinion to a site

such as epinions.com is easier, as it is adding content, not changing it. We were raised in book

world: one does not edit the content of a book, one reads and comments on it instead. Changing

what appears to be words embedded in HTML can be intimidating to some.

In conclusion, Wiki technology is indeed an exciting and up-and-coming field. However, like

many technologies, it may take time to be adopted into the mainstream. Until this happens, the

key for businesses is to continue to direct people to their pages and to earn revenue through such

channels as advertising and partnership.
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6.2 Appendix C: List of Largest Wikis

Key

Wikipedia projects

List

No. Wiki Good Total Admins Users Edits Views Updated (CET)

1 English Wikipedia 1433619 6028992 1022 2482740 84254576 63208805 2006-10-15 06:03:51

2 German Wikipedia 480249 1264420 235 289022 23435897 8543798 2006-10-15 06:03:12

3 Eglish Chainki 424679 426060 2 64 160758 255172 2006-10-14 12:01:08

4 BCZ Directory 389039 390434 1 15 496917 32667 2006-10-15 06:02:29

5 French Wikipedia 376180 893971 115 161441 10757040 2285300 2006-10-15 06:03:51

6 Polish Wikipedia 305344 484028 103 73267 5190601 2704125 2006-10-15 06:03:53

7 294059 405093 40 22300 1544004 395224 2006-10-15 06:03:12

8 Japanese Wikipedia 272316 627823 51 87511 8536142 2340980 2006-10-15 06:04:52

9 LyricWiki 240603 252925 9 1151 277197 3387199 2006-10-15 06:05:10

10 Dutch Wikipedia 233223 529625 83 67994 5631491 3200225 2006-10-15 06:03:50

11 206614 236179 11 2389 1426393 7 2006-10-15 06:03:50

12 Italian Wikipedia 205442 517321 56 99655 5259032 406 2006-10-15 06:04:04

13 203553 206905 3 399 346338 0 2006-10-15 06:02:37

14 Portuguese Wikipedia 188760 493312 60 133689 3682425 156 2006-10-15 06:03:56

15 Swedish Wikipedia 187386 384306 62 23351 3009073 1254153 2006-10-15 06:04:09

16 Spanish Wikipedia 160865 375090 88 235942 5683062 2161426 2006-10-15 06:03:59

17 Russian Wikipedia 110952 288859 40 28934 2115556 79753 2006-10-15 06:03:49

18 The TVIV 107108 124076 14 4048 219114 7550454 2006-10-15 06:05:04

19 WikiZnanie 103447 124352 3 668 163772 5125062 2006-10-15 06:02:25

20 Chinese Wikipedia 94510 310129 80 114972 2681080 325484 2006-10-15 06:04:11

21 91275 106211 6 1456 353057 1 2006-10-15 06:03:14

22 85247 122077 1 85 295899 0 2006-10-15 06:03:44

23 Finnish Wikipedia 82404 198180 36 34468 1798352 396 2006-10-15 06:03:35

24 Norwegian Wikipedia 79400 174800 62 22112 1407869 152 2006-10-15 06:03:47

25 76410 92791 13 3696 172027 0 2006-10-15 06:03:55

26 68353 78409 3 178 120472 0 2006-10-15 06:03:48

27 Esperanto Wikipedia 59469 124024 9 2407 686495 716972 2006-10-15 06:03:52

28 Slovak Wikipedia 57148 101927 20 3816 598027 381 2006-10-15 06:04:03
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29 Danish Wikipedia 50758 110480 27 8981 942981 604158 2006-10-15 06:03:56

30 47810 88644 12 983 282037 58 2006-10-15 06:03:45

31 Czech Wikipedia 47598 115050 20 10343 856131 50023 2006-10-15 06:04:12

32 WC46619 1142849 152 76257 3407070 0 2006-10-15 06:04:12

33 Hebrew Wikpedia 45881 156843 38 25860 2169014 29380 2006-10-15 06:03:52

34 Bible Wiki 45374 178839 2 256 223811 1923310 2006-10-13 06:00:04

35 44817 51641 6 974 172651 2 2006-10-15 06:02:46

36 GeneaWki' 44070 57521 7 3455 194781 4227107 2006-10-15 06:04:43

37 Catalan Wikipedia 42506 92876 10 4050 653470 171 2006-10-15 06:04:28

38 Hungarian Wikipedia 41567 94289 10 9608 923848 6640 2006-10-15 06:04:02

39 E 1W*s Wk&re 39612 60131 20 5876 249074 0 2006-10-15 06:04:09

40 Romanian Wikipedia 39404 103376 18 20489 593491 15059 2006-10-15 06:03:46

41 sa w ia 39376 97470 16 18447 764095 8931947 2006-10-15 06:04:59

42 Serbian Wikipedia 38196 97981 39 5011 663194 3862 2006-10-15 06:04:00

43 37608 52381 14 5184 423728 25 2006-10-15 06:03:43

44CokbokWfki 37338 129788 11 452 244928 2053909 2006-10-15 06:02:24

45 Indonesian Wikipedia 37258 86279 11 27988 414686 49 2006-10-15 06:03:58

46 Turkish Wikipedia 34371 109695 9 37255 791672 9762 2006-10-15 06:03:57

47 33959 52741 11 1137 164878 8845228 2006-10-15 06:05:12

48 GerWa Chainki 33073 34357 2 4 12219 19395 2006-10-15 06:03:01

49 Slovenian Wikipedia 33018 89758 23 5479 618282 14648 2006-10-15 06:04:01

50 32293 46619 2 364 141064 0 2006-10-15 06:03:17

51 Lithuanian Wi 32123 65550 17 3494 407902 20 2006-10-15 06:04:39

52 31587 65628 7 787 186799 3 2006-10-15 06:04:03

53 Bulgarian Wikipedia 30826 85299 9 9067 727874 85 2006-10-15 06:03:54

54 YulpihuWiki 30436 31477 2 76 31740 52904 2006-10-15 06:05:07

55 Ukrainian Wikipedia 30023 54082 8 2697 288547 59 2006-10-15 06:04:01

56 Korean Wikipedia 28013 69464 14 8607 584944 38991 2006-10-15 06:04:59

57 Nostalgia Wikipedia 27374 33595 1 1 94699 0 2006-04-29 19:24:02

58 k 26586 27994 1 64 72106 372972 2006-10-15 06:05:21

59 EnisUncyclomedia 26394 103511 5 40 583063 14609226 2006-10-15 06:04:50

60 WikiLib 25238 71545 5 5701 34447 14868842 2006-10-15 06:02:20

61 24511 32821 9 629 138407 4 2006-10-15 06:03:32

62 Estonian Wikipedia 24190 54575 23 2077 383840 140 2006-10-15 06:03:51

63 24071 893221 4 354 933969 0 2006-10-15 06:03:34

64 Arm 23120 50270 17 1108 144756 3039617 2006-10-15 06:04:44

65 Croatian Wikipedia 22750 53389 13 3784 402194 6276 2006-10-15 06:04:40

66 22378 43190 9 1877 154092 0 2006-10-15 06:04:10

67 EnglI books 22185 60895 44 40662 629608 25043 2006-10-15 06:03:09

68 Telugu Wikipedia 21302 27668 7 653 58942 0 2006-10-15 06:04:39

69 21007 25187 3 63 47565 0 2006-10-15 06:02:37

70 meDInha.wk 20962 50083 17 15353 377887 16755092 2006-10-15 06:04:58
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71 cnic.or 20885 33468 6 2024 116070 13346457 2006-10-15 06:04:54

72 French Chainki 20138 21509 1 2 16087 25535 2006-10-15 06:03:09

73 TaxAlmanac 19948 53517 19 11868 97121 6327072 2006-10-15 06:05:11

74 Uncyclopedia 19382 93268 46 28472 1274322 17643923 2006-10-15 06:04:56

75 Frm Wikisce 19232 67061 7 1086 199790 0 2006-10-15 06:04:10

76 Galician Wikipedia 18838 34870 13 1463 223975 17 2006-10-15 06:03:43

77 Arabic Wikipedia 17701 62094 9 31538 367734 5201 2006-10-15 06:03:48

78 Nynorsk Wikipedia 17594 42059 13 1427 202973 0 2006-10-15 06:04:41

79 NationStates Wiki 17145 29759 8 3398 222937 2920769 2006-10-15 06:04:48

80 Spanh Wikisouce 16672 24364 5 848 60896 0 2006-10-15 06:02:26

81 16105 25276 14 1827 91110 0 2006-10-15 06:03:59

82 MalayWikipedia 15469 33832 12 6037 163633 4072 2006-10-15 06:04:56

83 15457 34604 11 123 57321 0 2006-10-15 06:02:34

84 Persian Wikipedia 15438 40466 8 16436 323267 24 2006-10-15 06:04:05

85 Thai Wikipedia 15380 43559 18 12490 262630 16 2006-10-15 06:04:42

86 Greek Wikipedia 15257 37722 10 4911 262893 4165 2006-10-15 06:04:08

87 15029 25188 1 432 74460 0 2006-10-15 06:03:13

88 M Database Project 14952 32694 11 1473 86191 8232549 2006-10-15 06:02:46

8914773 17462 6 127 29781 0 2006-10-15 06:02:36

90 Basque Wikipedia 14359 32041 5 710 224626 10 2006-10-15 06:03:55

91 Ido Wikipedia 13974 17642 6 300 67813 2 2006-10-15 06:03:34

92 13663 19005 4 679 36353 0 2006-10-15 06:03:33

93 13650 15418 3 440 43212 0 2006-10-15 06:02:38

94 12666 20867 13 419 121788 1 2006-10-15 06:03:34

95 kiHow 12626 56322 26 31040 300542 48796152 2006-10-15 06:05:06

96 Gamer Wiki 112492 16986 3 576 25997 448467 2006-10-15 06:05:24

97 Neapolitan Wikipedia 12241 18166 4 284 98895 0 2006-10-15 06:02:25

98 12155 41669 12 6052 337776 5226859 2006-10-15 06:03:11

99 Bengali Wikipedia 11830 27329 6 866 73956 0 2006-10-15 06:04:40

100 Icelandic Wikipedia 11715 28068 20 1209 149651 4 2006-10-15 06:04:12

101 Georgian Wikipedia 11469 25936 5 701 113961 0 2006-10-15 06:04:29

102 11460 23274 4 84 70936 0 2006-10-15 06:02:35

103 WikiTravel 11419 31035 21 9602 391136 1721856 2006-10-15 06:05:14

104 Simple English Wikipedia 11341 29207 16 5637 220809 92 2006-10-15 06:04:41

105 Bosnian Wikipedia 11317 24458 17 1558 187139 10216 2006-10-15 06:03:57

106 muppet.wikia 11288 31731 5 11103 145892 232960 2006-10-15 06:04:51

107 Dutch Chainki 11149 12434 1 502 15364 24388 2006-10-15 06:02:33

108 Vietnamese Wikipedia 11123 52678 13 17252 368043 4 2006-10-15 06:03:52

109 11105 13772 1 208 48120 0 2006-10-15 06:02:34

110 Luxembourgish Wikipedia 11048 25228 5 760 155792 0 2006-10-15 06:04:05

Ill. GuildWki 10486 41948 15 15666 363814 175559095 2006-10-15 06:05:05

112 Choral Public Domain Libra10406 22359 8 9531 66216 20013145 2006-10-15 06:03:16
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113 pschologywikia 10250 16821 3 14464 33979 0 2006-10-15 06:02:22

114 10140 17523 6 887 69283 3 2006-10-15 06:03:35

115 Albanian WiKipedia 9754 23841 7 1316 107829 2 2006-10-15 06:03:54

116 German Kamelo 9309 18958 23 1912 157748 10475855 2006-10-15 06:04:51

117 Breton Wikipedia 9231 18299 4 340 70828 0 2006-10-15 06:03:44

118 t riki 9117 22653 6 548 43913 881610 2006-10-15 06:05:23

119 c8951 19135 8 13862 74245 47771 2006-10-15 06:05:25

120 Man WIki 8846 11909 3 106 20381 675621 2006-10-15 06:04:52

12H M .Wikimediat 8701 43830 65 33679 464668 284928 2006-10-15 06:02:39

[edit]
Grand Total1 27

Articles ITotal Edits lAdmins Users Images

8709912 121884685 200297048 3459 4571592 2220349

127 "List of Largest Wikis." http://meta.wikimedia.org/Wiki/List-of largestWikis. Last edited 15 October 2006.
(22 October 2006).
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